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Preface

In 1974 1gave a series of seminars at the University of Regensburg
on the work of Thomas S. Kuhn, including that of his predecessors
and contemporaries. During the winter semester we analyzed
Ludwik Fleck's 1935 monograph Entstehung und Ennvicklung
einer wissenschajtlichen Tatsache. We found among other things 1
that Fleck careful1y distinguishes paradigm from thought style, the
former as exemplar and the Iatter as that which sociological1y
conditions cognition within the thought collective. The conceptual
creations of science, like other works of the mind, become acc'epted
as fact through a complex process of social consolidation. These
thought products. and the thought style under which they arise. are
never finalized but can undergo transformation through intracol ..
lective or even intercollective interaction, whereby symmetry is
den10cratically preserved between the esoteric circle of experts and I ~'
the exoteric circle of the wider society. and marginal men partid- '
pating in diverse thought collectives can create something new
fron1 the contlict. The oIder \\'ay of looking at things may become
incomprehensible under the new thought style. and the process of
transformation from ane to.the other may be a rapid gestalt switch
or a slo\\' process of differentiation Iike that between variation and. •

species.
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Fleck is able to discuss scientific change without dwelling upon
the controversia} concept of revolutions; irideed,. Kuhn's sharp
distinction between so-caBed normal and revolutionary science has
no direct counterpart in Fleck's theory. We were also struck by his
insistence upon the method of comparative epistemology, \vhich is
becoming increasingly recognized for its importance in the history
of science.1 Fleck develops his central ideas not merely in the
abstract but through a beautifulIy analyzed historical case study of
syphilis and the pathbreaking discovery of the Wassermann reac-
tion, accepted only because it proved to be extremely useful.

The relevance of Fleck for current research in the sociology,
history, .and phiIosophy of science was so overwhelming that 1
decided to bring out an English-Ianguage edition of his book. 1
soon realized that to translate this difficult text alone, with its
highly idiosyncratic style; would be far too time-consuming and
beyond the capabilities of any one individual. A solution would be
to have an initial transIation by an experienced professional trans-
lator, which could then be appropriately modified by termino ..
logical and interpretive editing. But translation costs were prohibí-
tive and no grants were forthcoming. Reluctant to abandon what
seemed a very worthwhile project, 1 then sought the aid and advice
of Robert K. Merton. He had known of Fleck's book only through
Kuhn's earIy aIlusion to it bUí, upon reading the monograph,
agreed that it was long overdue for translation into English. He
proceeded to arrange for publication with the University of
Chicago Press, drew upon the research grant by the National
Science Foundation to the Columbia University Program in the
Sociology of Science for the funds required in support of the initiaI
translation, formalIy invited Thomas S. Kuhn to contribute a
Foreword, and agreed to serve as coeditor ofthe volume. Few books
can be more appropriate than Fleck's for an international rebirth.
Written in German by a Jewish physician-schoJar from Poland,
first published in Switzerland, it has been translated in Oxford and
Regensburg, edited in New York and Regensburg, and appears
under a Chicago imprint. In effect, t~is translated edition is itself a
collective outcome of the very type Fleck describes. The currently
intensified interest in the interaction between the sociology,
history, and philosophy of science makes this pioneering work

nlore tinlely now than \\,heti it first appeared more than forty years

ago.
The trapslation was a difficult task. Fred Bradley in Oxford,

who has translated over thirty-five books, accepted this project as a
unique challenge. Merton and 1 agreed that a close and literal
translation of the complex and aften idiosyncratic original would
o'nly result in an unreadable English version. Bradley's initi,al
translation was largely reworked by the editors from the point of
view of interpretation, terminology, and style. In the interests of
preserving accuracy and conveying meaning, this edited version
departed at tinles from the German original, and so was resu.b-
mitted to Bradley for further discussion and compromise where
appropriate. The final result is an interpretative translation, which
seeks to remain faithful to Fleck's complex ideas while conveying
thero in a readable fashion.

A word must be added about sorne of the key terms. Sorne \vords
quite resist adequate translation, and perhaps none more than the
central terms Denkstil and Denkkollektiv. Qne might have justi-
fied the retention of Denkstil following the precedent of Jugendstil,
but we preferred to provide a translation. For the German Denkstil
it seelned best to adopt "thaught style" as a straightfoJ;'Ward equiv-
alent, although it transrnits few of the cultural overtones inherent
in the original and places undue enlphasis upon presumed rational
processes. The German word Denkstil was introduced by Karl
Mannheinl in 1925, and remains in current use.2

We were less inclined initially to preserve the original Denkkol-
lektiv, since "thought collective" seemed awkward beyond ready
acceptance. The terro Denkkollektiv appears to have been intro-
duced by Fleck and is not standard German usage. We considered
introducing a neologism, hut a close editing of the translation
indicated the necessity of retaining "thought collective" if the
conceptual balance of the text was to be preserved. Fleck uses the
adjective kollektiv and the noun K ollektiv in a great variety of
related contexts throughout the text, and it would have been
unjustified not to translate this \\,ith the intended sociological term
"collective." Sínce Denkkollektiv refers to that same collective
which engages in kollektive Arbeit, has a kollektiven Denkstil,
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produces kollektlve Erfahrung. has' both kollektive Gedanken
and kollektive Vorstellungen, operates according to kollektiven
Denklinien, and produces kollektive Ge~ilde, we have designated
it simply the "thought collective" in order to maintain unity
throughout the work. The various and rather different senses in
\vhich Fleck uses Denkkollektiv \\,oilIthus not be assigned different
English terms as was initially considered but will in each case be
translated as "thought collective." But for the fact that Fleck
explicitIy meant "colleetive" rather than "community" -a highly
contentious terminological issue-we might have been able to
adopt the symmetry of "style of thought" and "cornmunity of
thought." The "thought collective of modern science" (moderne
\\'issenschaftliche Denkkollektiv) could then have been conveniently
rendered as the "modern scientific community." But we have re-
frained from such license throughout the translation.

lt should be noted that 've entertained the possibility of using
"school of thought" for Denkstil and/or Denkkollektiv. But
"schaol of thought" is especially ambiguous in the context of
Fleck's ideas, carrying aspects of both Denkstil and Denkkollektiv.
lt is thus not appropriate in a context where these must be con-
sidered distinctive even though they are inseparable one from the
other. Utilization of the familiar "cognitive style" and "cognitive
cornmunity" based on the Latin cognoscere. would be misleading,
since both Denkstil and Denkkollektiv are based on the allied but
different cogitare.

There are other difficult terms. The word Lustseuche as used by
Fleck cannot always be rendered as "syphilis" but must often
retain the crucial element of punitive plague or scourge resulting
from lecherous and sinful fornication. While "lecher's-disease
plague," or "eoital plague" were considered, the meaning seems
best carried by "carnal plague or scourge." Thus, depending on
the context. Lustseuche has been rendered variously by "the carnal
scourge," "Jues venerea," or "the great pox," where the latter tenn
balances nicely with "the French pox" as well as with the non-
venereal variola "small pox" and "swine pox" in certain portions
of the texto A similar difficu1ty arose in the case of Sinn-Bild and
Sinn-Sehen. At one point Fleck identifies Sinn-Bild with the tech-
nical' term "ideogram," so that we adopt the neologism "ideo-

vision" for Sinn-Sehen-the f acu Uyto apprehend. visually perccive.
or formulate ideograms. Such terms as "col1ective experience"
have sometimes been given in the forms "experience of the collec-
tive," "mood of the col1ective," or "effort of the collective" to
emphasize the sense conveyed by the original. The "thought
style of modern science" seems preferable to the "modern scien-
tific thought style" so as not to overload the term with the signifi-
cance of a general cultural trait. The frequent appearance of
"mood" for Stimmung is generally interchangeable with "disposi-
tion" throughout the text; "temper" or even "temperament" could
have been used in most contexts. Other terms that are of sufficient
difficulty or interest are noted editorially as they arise.

Fleck's pioneering monograph was published at almost the same
time as Karl Popper's Logik der Forschung. But. deve10ped in very
different cognitive styles. the books met with contrasting response.
In Popper's own words, his book "was surprisingly successful, far
beyond Vienna. There were more reviews, in more languages, than
there were twenty-five years later of [its translation] The Logic of
Scientific Discovery. and fuller reviews even in English" (The Phi-
. losophy of Karl Popper. ed. P. A. Schilpp, La Salle, m., 1974,
1:85). But, as we have seen. Fleck's book had negligible influence.
The dominant thought style of the 1930s was not one in which
Fleck's seemingly idiosyncratic ideas would resonate wide1y. Much
the same fate attended another monograph in the sociology
of science appearing three years after Fleck's work-Robert
Merton's Science. Technology. and Society in Seventeenth-Century
England-which also experienced a substantial delay of significant
response by the commu nity of sociologists and historians of science.
Such delays in the impact of scholarly works invite speculative
interpretation. In the case of Fleck, it may have been the case that
his analysis of the history of syphilis .and of the discovery of the
Wassermann reaction was primarily perceived as another historical
case study in medicine and could stand on its own grounds as such.
Our search has yielded nearly a dozen reviews at the time, most of
them in medical journals and most in German. These did not
uniformly note that, rather than being only an exercise in the
history of medicine, the monograph was for Fleck primarily a
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vehicle for his intricate theory intertwining the sociology, history,
and philosophy of science. It is perhaps most diagnostic that the
book received no review notice at aH in George Sarton's Isis, by
then the Ieading international journal of the history of science.

Fleck may have been disappointed but was surely not surprised
at the modest reception accorded his ideas. The time was not yet
ripe and he knew it. With remarkable prescience, however, he
forecast in 1935 the emergence of a thought style compatible with

1
his own theory of thought style and thought coIlective. "The thought
style is a social product: it is formed \vithin a coIlective as the result
of social forces. This circumstance links problems of natural
science v.:ith -those of sociology and especialIy the sociology .of
thought, a science which unfortunately still remains grossly
neglected, but is bound soon to move into the center of intel1ectual
in terest. "3

The monograph was published in an edition of 640 copies, of
\\'hich about 200 were sold. The National 'Union Cata/og lists six
copies in major libraries in the United $tates but does not mentíon
the one at Harvard. Fleck receives no notice at aH in a sampling of
standard \\7orks in the history of medicine and the sociology of
knowledge. Indeed, the first published reference to his monograph
since the 1930s seems to be that of 'Kuhn in 1962.

Of late this situation has changed dramaticalIy. In 1976, 1
announced that the present edition V."as forthcoming.4 Quite
independently of this translation-edition, W'. Baldamus in Bir-
nlingham, England, also became interested in Lud\\'ik Fleck. He
has already published portions of his own English translation,
offering an alternative approach to Fleck's work. s As our own,
authorized edition appears, then, there is ample evidence that
Fleck's day has come,6 that the elucidation of his central ideas is
gathering force.

True to the spirit of Fleck, this edition is a cqllective effort; a
social prod uct "vith a variety of contributions both esoteric and
exoteric over a \\'ide range of fields of interest. 1 aro grateful to
each and every one who helped, including Margaret Bradfield,
Fred Bradley. Rosemarie Buchmayer, Claude Dolman, Ernestina
Flec"k. Erika Hickel, Bernd Janele, Gundolf Keil, Marcus Kling-

berg. Rugo Kuhn. Thomas Kuhn, Wolfgang Lenzen, Erna Lesky,
Nikolaus Mani, Robert Olby, John Parascandola, Christoph Pusch.
mann. Nora Sigerist-Beeson, Glenn Sonnedecker. and Reiner

Wieland.

Thaddeus J. Treno
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Prologue

What is a fa"et?
A fact is supposed to be distinguished from transient theories as

something definite, permanent, and independent of any subjective
interpretation by the scientist. lt is that which the various scientific
disciplines aim ato The critique of the methods used to establish it
constitutes the subject matter of epistemology.
Epistemology often commits a fundamentálerror: almost ex-

clusively it regards well-established facts of everyday Hfe, or those
of classical physics, as the only ones that are reHable and worthy
of investigation. Valuation based upon such an investigation is
inherently naive, with the result that only superficial data are
obtained.
Moreover, we have even 10st any critical insight we may once

have had into the organic basis of perception, taking for granted
the basic fact tha! a normal person has two eyes. We have nearly
ceased to consider this as evenknowledge at all and are no longer
conscious of our own participation in perception. Instead, we feel a
complete passivity in the face of a power that is independent of us;
a power we call "existence" or "reality." In this respect we behave
like someone who daily perfornls ritual or habitual actions mechan-
ically. These are no longer voluntary activities, but ones which we

xxvii
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feel cotl1pelled to perfOrnl to the exclusion of others. A better
analogy perhaps is the behavior of a person taking part in a mass
movement. Co-nsider, for instance, a casual visitor to the Stock
Exchange, who fee1s the panic seIling in a bear nlarket as only an
externa] force existing in reality. He is completely unaware of his
own exci~ement in thethrong and hence does not realize how much
he may be contributing to the general state. * Long-established
facts of everyday life~ then, do not lend themselves to epistemolog-
ical investigation.

As for the facts of classical physics, here too we are handicapped
by being accustonled to thenl in practice and by the facts them-
selves being ,ven \vorn theoretically. 1 therefore believe that a
"more recent fact," discovered not in the remate past and not yet
exhausted for epistemologicaI purposes, will eonform best to the
principIes of unbiased investigation. A medical faet, the impor-
tance and applieability of which cannot be denied, is particularly
suitable, because it a1so appears to be very rewarding historiealIy
and phenomenologieally. 1 have therefore selected one of the best
established medica] facts: the faet that the so-caBed Wassermann
reaction is related to syphilis.

HOW, THEN, DID THIS EMPIRICAL FACT ORIGINATE AND IN WHAT
DOES IT CONSIST?

Lvov, Poland, summer 1934

."Those who join a panic make a panic." H. G. Wells, 1916.-Eds.
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1. General Conclusfons

If we compare the description of the history of syphilis with that of
the Wassermann reacti~n, we note tbat the latter requires a much
~eater number of techmcal expressions. More basie preparation in
t e for~ of greater reliance on expert opinion is necessary, for we
are ~ovlng away fron: the world of everyday experience and are.'
enterln? more deeply lnto that of scientific specialization. At the
~ame tll~e we are coming into cIoser contact with the persons -.-
mvolved m such cogn~tion, both coIlectively and individualIy.More
names must be mentloned.

l..Thi~ is a general phenomenon. The more deeply one enters into a
, sClentl~c field, the stronger will be the bond with the thou ht
• collectl.ve and the closer the contact with the scientist. In sh;rt
the !£!~'"t~.te!!1~nts of knowledge increase. '

t¡ A pa:alleI shift occurs. The number of passive and inevitable '-
, connectlons produced increases as welI, because for every active
t ele:;.ent ?fknowledge there corresponds a connection that is passive

~n InevItable. We have already mentioned a few such linkages for
ms!ance, that the mere use of alcohol in preparing extracts i~ an
actIve el~ment ofknowledge, whereas the actual usefuI~ess of such
ex~~cts IS a passive one and therefore a necessary consequence.

e same spectacle can be, observed in other scientific dis-

.Four Epistemological Considerations
Concerning. the History
of the Wassermann Reaction

ciplines. To describe the history of the ehemical e1ements, for
instance, we would .have to distinguish betwee~ two great stages:
that of the so-caBed prescientific theory of the elements and that of
scientific chemistry. Active and passive elements of knowledge
exist in both. The concepts ofthe element and ofthe atoro can thus
be constructed very effectively from historie al factors as well as
from those of tbe thought collective. Such concepts are derived,
one might say, from the collective imagination. But the usefulness
of these concepts in chemistry is a circumstance which is really
independent of any individual knower. The origin ofthe number 16
for the atomic weight of oxygen is almost consciously conventional
and arbitrary. But if 16 is assumed as the atomic weight for 0,
oxygen, of necessity the atomic weight of H, hydrogen, will in-
evitably be 1.008. This means that the ratio of the two weights is a
passive element of knowledge.

The situation we want to demonstrate eonsists in the fact that,)
during the first stage of its history, both the active and the passiv
elements of knowledge are smaller in number tban in the second.
Every rule and every chemicallaw can be divided into an active and \
a passive parte The more deeply we penetrate into ~ field, the.
greater will be the number of both parts and not just of the passive
ones as might be expected at first glance.

For the time being we can define a scientifie fact as a thought- ~
stylized conceptual relation which can be investigated from the,'
point of view of history and from that of psychology, both indi-::
vidual and collective, but which cannot be substantively recon- ~¡
structed in toto simply froln these points of view. This expresses 1-

the inseparable relatio. n between active and passive parts of knowI- .
edge as well as the phenomenon that the number of both these
parts of knowledge increases with the number of facts.

Another phenomenon must be noted. The more developed and
detailed a branch of knowledge becomes, the smaller are the
differences of opinion. In the history of the concept of syphilis we
encountered very divergent views. Tbere were far fewer differences
during the history of the W assermann re~ction, and as the reaction
develops further, they wil1 become even rarer. lt is as if with the
increase of the number of junction points, according to our image
of a network (on page 79), free space were reduced. lt is as if more
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resistance were g~nerated, and the free unfolding of ideas were
restricted. This is very important, though it belongs no longer to -
the analysis of fact but to the analysis of error.

2. Observation, Experim~nt, Experience

Observation and experiment are subject to a very popular myth.
The knower is seen as a kind of conquerer, like Julius Caesar
winning his battles according to the formula "1 carne, 1 saw, 1
conquered." A person wants to know something, so he makes bis
observation or experiment and then he knows. Even research
workers who have won many a scientific battle may believe this
naive story when 109king at their own"work in retrospect.

, At most they will admit tbat the first observation may have been
a little inlpreeise, whereas the second' and third were "adjusted to

: the faets." But the situation is not so simple, except in certain very
limited fields, such as present-day mechanics, in which there are

; very ancient and widely known everyday facts to draw upon. In
: more modern, more remote, and still complicated fields, in which
it is important first of aH to learn to observe and ask questions

i properly, this situation does not obtain-and perhaps never does,
original1y, in any field-until. tradition, education, and familiarity

i haveproduced a readiness for stylized (that is, directed and re-
: stricted) perception and action; until an answer becomes largely
I pre-formed in the question, and a decision is confined merely to
"yes" or "no," or perhaps to a numerical determination; until
methods and apparatus automatically carry out the greatest part or"
our mental work for USe .

Wassermann and his co-workers experimented aceording to the
method of Bordet-Gengou, trying to detect the presenee of the
syphilitic antigen in organ extracts and of syphilitic antibodies in
the blood. From the early work we glean far more of hope than of
concrete results. SuecessfuI experiments are discussed along with
those that were unsuccessful, without the reason for failure being
aceurately known to the authors. 1t is certain that they were on the
\\'rong traek concerning the sign~fieance of ~he titration level with
the imnlune serum from monkeys. In the seeond experiment the
number of suecessful tests, which means those yielding the ex-

'¡. ~.~

peeted result, had already risen sufficiently for statistics to be
published. Of 76 extracts from syphilitic organs, the syphilis
antigen was deteeted in 64 cases. Of the 76, 7 were from pro-
gressive-paralytic brains, aH of which were unsuceessful, and Weil
had his own ideas about this. If these 7 cases using brain extracts"
are ignored, the success rate is almost 93 percent. All 14 cont~ol
tests with confirmed nonsyphilitie extraets were negative; that is,
they eonformed 100 percent to expectations.

But today we know that sueh results are beyond aH reaso~able
expectations. First, antigen detection in organ extracts is di~cult,
and even with the best technique yields only very irregular results.
Second, extracts from organs whieh are definitely nonsyphilitic can
also fix the complement with syphilis serum. The control tests with
negative results are therefore unintelligible, and the high per-
centage of positive results is very fortuitous. At any rate, the first
experiments by Wassermann are irreproducible.
His basic assumptions were untenable, and his initial experi-

ments irreprodueible, yet both were of enormous heuristic value.
This is the case \\'ith aH reaHy valuable experiments. They are aH of
thero uncertain, incomplete, and unique. And when experiments
become eertain, precise, and reproducible at any time, they no
longer are necessary for research purposes proper but funetion only
foro demonstration or ad hoc. determinations. To understand
Wassermann's first experiments, we must imagine ourselves in his
position. He had a complete plan and felt eertain of the resulto But
the meíhod was still very erude. 1t seriously disturbed him, for
instance, that he had to use human syphilis material for the im-
munization of most of his monkeys, sinee pure cultures of Spiro-
ehaeta pallida could not yet be produced at the time. There were of
course control animals which were inoculated with monkey mate-
rial. But quite a large number of bis monkeys yielded a serum
whieh in addition to syphilis antibodies aIso contained antibodies
against human albumine The complement fixation with this serum
was therefore not always specific to syphilis. Furthermore, titration
of the extracts and aH other preliminary experiments had not yet
been perfected. Hence, the reagents were not yet preeisely matched.
Moreover, it was not yet known what degree ofhemolysis inhibition
was to be regarded as pos.itive and what as still negative (see chap.
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3 at notes 16 and 17). It is therefore clear that the indicators of the
experiments \vere not well defined. The results of sorne were ama
biguous, and it ofien had to be decided whether ~he result of an..>
experiment should be considered positive or negative. It is also'~'
clear tbat from these confused notes Wassermann heard the tune
tbat hurnmed in his mind but was not audible to those not in.
volved. 1 He and his co-workers listeried and "tuned" their "sets"
until these became selective. The melody could then be heard even
by unbiased personswho were not involved. Who could define the
moment when this became possible for the first time? The com-
munity of those who made. the tune audible and of those who
listened increased steadily. It is not appropriate to speak of either
correctness or incorrectness in these fitst experiments, because
something very 'correct developed directly from them, although the
. experiments themselves could not be caBed correcto
~ If a research experiment were well defined, it would be alto-
I gether unnecessary to perform it. For the experimental- arrange-
\ments to be well defined, the outcome must be known in advance;
~otherwise the procedure cannot be limited and purposeful. The
more unknowns there are and the newer a field of research is, the
less well defined are the experiments. Once a field has been suf-,'
;~ficiently worked over so that the possible conclusions are more oro'
~'less limited to existence or nonexistence, and perhaps to quanti-
~tative determination, the experiments will become increasingly
~¡better defined. But they wilI no longer be independent, because .
t~they are carried along by a jystem o/ earlier experiments and
¡J decisions, which is generally the situation in physics and chemistry
l:today. Such a system could then become a self-evident law unto
l,itself. We would no Ionger be aware of its application and effect.
And if after years we were to Iook back upon a field we have worked
in, we could no longer see or understand the difficulties present in .

t that creative work. The actual course of development becomes
(1\ rationalized and schematized. We project the results into our
:intenti(\ns; but ho\\' could it be any different? We can no longer
'express the previously in~omplete thoughts with these now finished
tconcepts.
~ Cognition modifies the knower so as to adapt him harmoniously
to his acquired knowledge. This situation ensures harmony within

l' .

the dominant view abou! the origin of knowledge. Whence arises.
the "1 carne, 1 saw, 1 conquered H epistemology, possibly supple-
mented by a rnystical epistemology of intuition. ;:
This exemplifies the effect of the harmony of illusions (or, as .we '

can now call it, the intrinsic harmony of thought style), WhlCh
makes the scientific results applicable ~nd generates a firm belief .
in a reality existing independently of us. Rational epistemol,,?gy,
however, is based upon the acceptance of the threefold function of'
cognition and the reciprocal relations between cognition and its i
three factors. Jt necessarily leads to the investigation of thoughtú
style as its proper object. ,ti

Our remarks about experiment apply to an even greater degree
to observation, for experiment is observation directed in a certain
way. Let us consider sorne observations which 1 recently published
in the area of bacterial variability. These were n.ew to me, at any
rate.2
We grew a streptococcus from the urine of a female ~atient. I:s

unusually rapid and profuse growth attracted our attentl0n, as dld
pigment formation, which is very rare with streptococci. 1 had
never seen streptococci producing such intense pigment and re-
membered only vaguely having read about thero. 1 therefore
wanted to find out about the germ in greater detai1. J had intended
to grow regular nutrient cultures and perform animal inocula-
tions, as well as a few serological experiments and especial1y a
chemical analysis of the pigmento But the project turned largely.
into a study of variability. How could this have happened?
A few months previously, at the request of sorne colleagues, 1

had prepared a comprehensive survey on the concept of species in
bacteriology, which brought me into close contact with the phe-
nomena of variability in bacteria. The colityphus group, difficult to
systematize because of its special variability, particularly attracted
rny attention. 1 collected details about such factors as mutation,
habitat modifications. and so~called germ transmission and saw
that without order in the fleld of variability no consistent concept
of species would be possible. Such arder, however, could not be
established without a fund anH:ntal discussion of the' concept of the
individual, which brought me lnto contact with the relevant work
of Van Loghem's schoo1.
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This was the psychological foundation for the observations on.'~'
streptococcus. Now streptococcus habitually reminds laboratory"; ..
scientists of staphylococcus. 1 remembered having read of the'
splitting off of staphylococcus colonies of different colors. 1 there.
fore suggested to rny colleague that she find out whether our strain
spl it into lighter and darker colonies. 1received the answer the next
day: Such a dissociation had just occurred. In addition to the
hundreds of ordinary yellowish, transparent colonies, a few very
small, white, and more opaque ones had grown. We next carried
out an entire series of experiments with several generations of the
streptococcus to determine: (1) whether the few small colonies
belonged to our strain, (2) the extent to which these differed from
the others.
The answer to the first question was positive because these

colonies contained organisms that were morphologically, biochem.
ically, and zoopathologically identical with those of the typical
colonies. The second part of the investigation caBed both for many:
expIoratory tests to select the method and for many reformulations'
of the problem. We could not even claim with any certainty and
assurance that a real problem existed at aH. Were the new colonies"
definitely different from the oId ones? Differences noticed initial1y, .
such as the small size, the lighter color, and tbe opacity aH became
unstable in subsequent generations. Strangely, however, a dif.
ference remained which at first could not even be clearly under.
stood-the difference between the offspring ofthe special colonies.
and that of the others. Not only did it persist, but it in fact
increased with the transfers, by the partly subconscious selec-
tion of the most divergent colonies during inoculation. AH ate
tempts to formulate this difference had to be dropped right after
the next reinoculations; until at last, after we had gained compre-
hensive experience, a formulation crystalized. We were dealing
with splitting off not of variants more strongly or weakly pigmented
but of colonies v;ith a different structure, a1though of the same
color. In ot'.ler words, the structural variations of the colonies were
much more marked than those of color intensity. Moreover, struc- '
tural variants were produced which, unlike the color variants, ~
could be perpetuated through transferso Inoculation of these dif-
ferent colonies finally produced what we Iater caBed the smooth

type (type G) of streptococcus colony in contrast to the cur1y type

(type L).
The smooth types arising later were always ~ore transpare~t

than the curly ones. The more opaque colonies, \VhlCh'were noted tn
the initial observations on dissociation and which for~ed ~he staort-
ing point of the investigation, were therefore not ¡dentlc.al wlth
tbero. Was it, then, a dissociation phenomenon at aH? Th~s ques-
tion must remain undecided, for our first observations are lrrepro ..
ducible. We cannot even describe them clearly, because the de-
scriptive terms and concepts which dev~loped during the work are
inadequate for unconditioned observat.l0n.' . .
This description of our limited experlment \\'lth streptocoCCl c~n

serve as an epistemological example. It shows (1) the ma~e~lal
offering itself by accident; (2) the psychologic~l ~ood det~rmlnlng
the direction of the investigation; (3) the assoclatlons motlvated by
collective psychology, that is, professional habits; (4) the irrepr?-
ducible "initial" observation, which cannot be clea~ly seen tn
retrospect constituting a chaos; (5) the slow and labonous revela-
tion and ~wareness of "what one actual1y sees" or the ?aining of
experience; (6) that what has been revealed and conclsely sum-
marized in a scientific statement is an artificial structure, related
but only genetically so, both to the original in~e~tiQn and to ~e

b f th "fl°rst" observation The ongtnal observatl0nsu stance o e..
need not even belong to the same class as that of the facts lt led

toward.
Consequent1y it is aH but impossible to make. any protocol sta~e.

ments [Protokollsiitze} based on direct obse~atlOn a~d from WhlCh
the results should follow as logical conc1usl0ns. ~IS can. be do~e
only during the subsequent confirmation of a findmg [emes W'S-
sens} but not while making the effort of acquiring .it: !he results
can be no more expressed in the language of the lnttlal observa-
tions than, vice versa, the first observations in the language of the

results. .. If
Every statement about "First Observations" IS an ass~mptlon ...

we do not want to make any assumption, and ~nly J?~ dow~ a
question mark, even this is an assumption of queStlOnabl!tt~, WhlCh
places the matter in the c1ass of scientific problems. ThlS IS also a
thought-stylized assumption.
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,
1

.ence, of immediately drawing a conclusion, .du~ng observation,
from a long series of comparisons and combl~atlOns c~uld, a~d
in fact must, also be carried though very st~ctly ~nd lD detall.
The corresponding procedure would be to lDVes~lgate aU ~02
colonies as to aU their properties and their theoretlcally possl~le
combinations and in this way to find the various types ~f coiomes
according to their complete nature. This is what one mlght find:

Then the procedure would be repeated for transpa~ency and for all
. other properties. If one were to compare the data l~ the tw~ tables
with each other and to place the relevant colon les beslde one
another, tabulated áccording to their ranking, one ",oul~ find that
very light color, together with other conspicuous propertl~s, occurs
only in the two very small colonies. Furthermore, the dlfferences
between these two colonies and all the others far exceed the fiuc-
tuations among the properties of the others when they are com-
pared withone another. They would therefore constitute a disti?ct
type of colony, which was the point to be demonstrated and w~lch
would thus" have been demonstrated without any assumptlons

having been made. .
This description contains some gross erro~, WhlCh are co~.

mitted by many theoreticians. First. assumptlons a~e alre~dy 1~-

corporated within the choice and limitation of the obJ~ct of mvestl-
gation. With 102 undoubted colonies, there are. certam to be a few
doubtful features such as grains or dots that mlght be regarded as
colonies or even as accidental structures, depending upon the

assumptions.
Second, it is altogether pointless to speak of all .the charac-

One might think that the statement, "Today one hundred large,-
yellowish, transparent and two smal1er, lighter, more opaque
colonies have appeared on the agar pIate," could in our case he:
regarded as a description purely of what is observed, devoid of any
assunlptions. But the staternent contains much more than ~'pure
observation" and much more than could in the first instance be
claimed with certainty. It anticipates a difference between the. '
colonies,. which could actuaIIy be established only at a later stage Of.'-i~.

a long series of experiments. The difference of course-and this is .
very important-was ascertained as of quite another kind than tbat ..
antici pa ted.
No two conlpletely identical colonies were found. We tberefore

had 102 differently structured col~nies. First of aH it was necessary .'
to deternline whether this or that difference was important enough :-.
to enable us even to speak of different colonies, and whether such a
distinction was scientifically worthwhile. We still had to determine
whether and how common types of colony could be established < .
from such different colonies. That these two colonieS could con'~"~;
stitute something different from the other hundred, and that tbey
somehow belonged together, was not "pure observation" but al.:~
ready a hypothesis, which may or rnay tiot prove to be true or,
a1ternatively, from which ~nother hypothesis may evolve.
For aH practica1 purposes, the knower is initially unaware of the :-.

" hypothetical nature of his assertion~ Although the statement men- _t.~ "
tioned here does not describe a "pure observation," it might well be ' .
taken t9 express a "direct observation" or what a trained person
would see without difficulty when looking at our agar platee An 00,

expert or specialist in variability phenomena of bacteria, for
example, would not be in the least misled by the various forms of "
aH the colonies. He would not stop at "unimportant differences" .
but would recognize the two types of colony at first glance, without :{
any analysis or hypothesis.
One could, however, argue that, although a "pure observation,

that is, one without assumptions" does not occur psychologically, it o"

is logically possible and even necessary as a subsequent construc-.~:"
tion for the legitimation of a finding. Specifically in OUT case, such .'
an expert would irnmediately identify the two different colonies
among the 102 but negle~t the accidental and unimportant differ ..",~
ences among the other 100. This ability, acquired through experi-."~,

'1'

1. Colonies of 5-6 mm diameter
4-5mm u

3-4mm ••
1/1-1mm

ll. "Colonies of color 100 (arbitrary scale)
80~Oighter)
70 ..
S u

30
60
10
2

102

70
2S
S
2
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teristics of a structure. The number of characteristics can be as
large as desired, and the number of possible determinations of
characteristics depends upon the habits oí thought of the given >o:,.

s~ientific disci?line; that is, it already contains directional assump- .
tl0ns. Accordlngly such mechanical combinatorial analyses are
either arbitrary or actually conditioned by thought style. .

Third, new discoveries cannot be carried out by such tabulations
and mechnicalIy exhaustive combinations any more than, for in.
stance, a poem can be composed by means of combining letiers '
mechanicalIy.
Observation without assumption, 3 which psychologically is non- '

sense and logically a game, can therefore be dismissed. But two
types of observation, with variations along a transitional scale,'
appear definitely worth investigating: (1) the vague initial visual
perception, and (2) the developed direct visual perception of a
forme
Direct perception of form [Gestaltsehen] requires being experi-

enced in the relevant field of thought. The ability directly toO ,
perceive meaning, form, and self-contained unity is acquired only',. '
after much experience, perhaps with preliminary training. At the~:';~.'
same time, of course, we lose the ability to see something that~: .
contradicts the forme But it is just this readiness for directed
perception that is the main constituent of thought style. Visuai
perception ofform therefore becomes a definite function ofthought "
style. The concept of being experienced, with its hidden irrational- '
ity,~acquires fundamental epistemologic~rimportance, which wilI. ,
~ presently be discussed in detail. .
.' By contrast, the vague, initial visual perception is unstyled.
Confused partial themes in various styles are chaoticalIy thrown
together. Contradictory moods have a random influence upon un-
directed visione There is a rivalry among visual fields of thoughí.
Nothing is factual or fixed. Things can be seen almost arbitrari1y in '-
this light or that. There is neither su pport, nor constraint, nor
..resistance and there is no "firm ground of facts." .
'~ AII empirical discovery can thereJore be construed as a supple--

f ment, development, or transformation of the thought style.
W~y did bacteriologists for a time almost faíl to see the phenom-

ena of variability? At first there was a period of controversy,

involving uncon'nected details, when variability was too much
taken for granted. Billroth, for instance, firmly believed in a univer-
sal coccobacterium septicum, which could transform itself into all
possible forms. This was followed by the classical Pasteur-Koch
period. The all-persuasive power of practical success and person-
aHties created a rigid thought style in bacteriology. Only a strictly
orthodox method was recognized, and the findings were accord-
ingly very restricted and uniforme For example, cultures were
reinoculated generally for only twenty-four hours. Very fresh
cultures (two to three hours) or very old (about six months) ones
were not even considered worth examining. As a result, all sec-
ondary changes in the cultures, which were the starting point for
the restyled theory of variability, escaped attention. Whatever
failed to conform completely to the standard scheme was regarded
as a "form of involution," a kind of pathological phenomenon, or
an "artificial" modification caused by external conditions. The
harmony of illusions was thus preserved. Species were fixed, be-
cause a fixed and restricted method was applied to the investiga-
tion. The thought style, developed in this particular way, marle
possible the perception of many forms as well as the establi~?ment
of many applicable facts. But it also rendered the recognltlon. of
other for'ms and other facts impossible. Now things are turnlng
around. The notion of variability was never quite extinct, but the
successors of the classical school regarded any such observations as
technical mistakes to be simply passed over in silence or rejected.
The first detailed observation of variation to be taken somewhat
seriously was made in 1906 by Neisser and Massini. This concerned
the so-caBed bacterium Coli mutabile. It could not very well be
suppressed, because it was couched throughout in terms of the
current thought style and was expressly revolutionary in only one
point. The authors used the classical method with only a single
modification. They examined * the cultures not only after twenty-
four houts but again after several days. Had they introduced several
modifications aH at once, they would have had to wait much longer
for a consideration of their findings. They found that afier a few

."Examined" here renders untersucht, but further reinoculation (Umimpfen) was
presumably involved; otherwise the desired contrast with traditional method is
lacking.-Eds. .
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days buds containing modified germs \vere growing within the
colony. Reinoeulation of these buds and with thero also other
secondary growth phenomena within the bacterial eolonies soon .
became popular topies for investigation. The spell cast by the',-,
harmony of illusions was thus broken, and the conditions were
created without which many discoveries would have been impos-
sible. It is typieaI that the new theory of variability found roots in a
country otber than tbat of elassical bacteriology. It thrived in .
America with its paucity of tradition and was attacked most
strongly in Koch's native country. It is also typical that this did not
constitute a simple regression to the age of transfornlation of
species. The very concept of species as well as many other concepts ;,.
now became construed in a manner different from that in the past.
What is involved here is neither mere accretion of knowledge nor a
simple link-up with the period before Koch, but a change in
thought style. It is also characteristic that during this change in
thought style, or learning by experience, the observation of Neisser
and Massini, which was its first stimulus, remained outside the •.,
new field. Today it is not considered "elassieal" variability (the
\\Tord '.'classical" can already be used in su.eh a context) but as a
_bacteriophage effect.
~, This example also exhibits three stages: (1) vague visual percep-
tion and inadequate initial observation; (2) an irrational, concept-
forming, and style-converting state of experience; (3) developedt •

"

reproducible, and stylized visual perception of forme
This description demonstrates how a finding originates. Manya

i- research scientist will certainly recognize an analogy here with his
L, o\\'n method of researeh. The first, chaotically styled obsenration

I resembles a chaos of feeling: amazement, a searehing for simi-
larities, tria1 by experiment, retraction as well as hope and dis-

, appointment. Feeling, will, and intel1ect aH function together as
~an indivisible unit. The researeh worker gropes but everything
¡rcedes. a?d ~owhere is.the~e a firm support. Everything seems to
I be an artificIal effeet lnsplred by his own personal will. Every
t formulation melts away at the next test. He looks for that re-
\i sista.nce a~d thought .constraint in the face of which he could feel
I pass~ve. Atds appear In the form of memory and education. At the
l. rnoment of scientifie genesis, the research worker personifies the .

totality of his physical and intellectual ancestors and of aH his ',.j.

friends and enemies. They both promote and inhibit his search. {
The work of the research scientist means tbat in the complex con-.(
fusion and chaos which he faces, he must distinguish that which,
obeys his will from that \vhich arises spontaneously and opposes it.
This is the lirm ground that he, as representative of the thought
col1ective, continuously seeks. These are tb-e passive 'connections,
as we have caBed them. The general aim of intellectual work is ~
therefore maximum thought constraint with lninimum thought 1

caprice. l
This is how afuet arises. At first there is a signal of resistance in f

the ehaotic initial thinking, then a definite thoug-ht constraint, and
finally a form to be directly perceived. A faet always occurs in the
context of the history of thought and is ahvays the result of a
definite thought style.4 ,

It is the aim of aH empirical sciences to establish this "firm baSiS!..
of facts." Two points are important in epistemology. First, this
work is continuous. It has no demonstrable beginning .and is
open-ended. Knowledge exists in the collective and is continual1y,i
being revised. The store of facts also changes. What has previously J;

been classed with the passive elements of kno\\Tledge may later join'
the active ones. The ratio between the atomic weight of oxygen and~
that of hydrogen, 16: 1.008, for instance, "'e explained as a pro-
portion resulting passively under given conditions. If, for instance,
it were possible to split O into two elements, this proportion would
be accounted for by the inadequacy of the earlier method and
,vould have to be replaced by another ratio.

Seeond, however, it is impossible to exhibit the passive elements'
ofknowledge on their own, as has already been pointed out. I

The passive and the active elements cannot be separated from '
eaeh other completely either Iogically or historically. Indeed, it is ~
not even possible to invent a fairy tale which does not contain sorne
inevitable connections. Myth differs from science in this respect
only in style. Scienee seeks to inelude in its system a maximum of
those p~ssive elements irrespective of inherent lucidity. Myth COD-

tains only a few such passive elements, but they- are artistically
composed.
The necessity ofbeing experienced introduces into knowledge an~
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'irrational elenlent, which cannot be logical1y justified. Intro-
duction ~o a field of knowledge is a kind of initiation that is .~
performed by others. It opens the door. But it is individual experi ... -
ence, \\'hich can only be acquired personally, that yields the capacity'"' ':
for active and independent cognition. The inexperienced individual
merely learns but does not discern.
Every experimental scientist knows just how littie a single ex- ..

periment can prove or convince. To establish proof, an entire
system of experiments and controls is needed, set up according to

ro an assumption or style and per~ormed by an experto The state of
being experienced [Erfahrenheit], as it will here be designated,
consists in just such faetors as (1) the ability to make assumptions
and (2) both manual and mental practice together with a research ,-.
seientist's entire experimental and nonexperimental fund of knowl-
edge, including features clearly eoneeived, those that are uncer- -
tain, and those that are "instinetive." The summarized report
about a field of researeh always eontains only a very small part of
the worker's relevant experienee, and not even the most importante .
Missing is that which makes the stylized visual pereeption of form
po~sible. It is as if the words of a song were published without the
tune.
Wassermann's reports about his reaetion eontain only the de'- ;;.'

seription of the relation between syphilis and a property of the
blood. But this is not the most important elemento What is crucial
is the experience aequired by him, by his pupils and in turn by
theirs, in the practica! ~pplication and effectiveness of serology.'
Without this experience both the Wassermann reaetion and many
other serological methods l\'ould not have become reproducible and
practical. Such a state of experience became general only slowly
and had to be practicalIy acquired by each initiated individual. A
state of this kind is what the first critics of the Wassermann
reaction laeked. The roots of this state in Wassermann and bis
co-\\~orkers have already been described. But, even today, anybody
performing the Wassermapn reaction on his own must first have
acquired comprehensive experience before he can obtain reliable.'.
results. Only througb this experienee wiil he partic.ipate in the
thought style, and it is experience atone that enables him to per-
ceive the relation between syphilis and blood as a definite form.

We might also mention sorne cases where such experience in-
volving the irrational "serological touch" is speeifically needed.
1. The preparation and titration of the organ extracts perhaps

calls most for experience. Here the need is not confined to theory
but includes the skill of preparing uniform dilutions of the extracto
An inexperienced individual obtains irregular results through
h~ving diluted the extract either too rapidly or too slowly. In this
respect the.Wassermann reaction is particularly sensitive. lt can be
confirmed now and again that the kind of extraet dilution de ...
termtned by a given individual does not always automatical1y work
witb another persono Psychological and physical differences among
the performers of tbis serological test lead to appreciable differ-
erices in the degree to which the colloidal solution from the alco-
holic extract disperses. The solution must thus be freshly prepared
for each test.
2. The matching of aH the five required reagents, so as to

maximize tbe effect ofthe reactions .and ensure that the results are
as clear as possible, requires' experience. Even quasi-orchestral
practice is needed if, as is usual, the test is perfornled by a team.
Change in personnel often produces a disturbance in the progress
of the reaction, even if the new member of the team had worked
well with other associates. This explains the poor results obtained
even by excellent research workers at the previously mentioned
Wassermann conferences held under the auspices of the League of
Nations.
3. Obviously, general competence is also necessary in the ele-

mentary operations such as measuring, pipetting, storing of the
sera, washing of the vessels, etc.
We can surnmarize as follows our theory of the reeognition of the

relation between the Wassermann reaction and syphilis. The dis-
covery-or the invention-of the Wassermann reaction occurred
during a unique historie al process, which can be neither repro ... l'

duced by experiment nor confirmed by logic. The reaction was
worked out, in spite of many errors, through socio-psychological
motives and a kind of collective experience. From this point ofview
the relation between the Wassermann reaction and syphilis-an
undoubtedfact-becomes an event in the history ofthou~ht. This 1.
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f fact cannot be proved with an isolated experiment but only with
l broadly based experience; -tbat is, by a special thought style bullt
up froro earlier knowledge, from many successful and unsuccessful
experiments, from much practice and training, and--epistemo- -
logicalIy most important-from several adaptations and transfor-
mations of concep~s.W~thout this experience the concept of syph-
ilis and that of serum reaction could not have been established and ,_,
research workers could not have been trained to practice accord-
ingly. Error and the failure of many experiments are also part of
the building materials for a scientific fact. The perfection of the
Wassermann reaction can be seen from this point of view as the
solution to the following problem: How does one define syphilis '.
and set up a blood test, so that after sorne experience almost any ,
research worker wiU be able to demonstrate a relation between
them to a degree that is adequate in practice? The collective
ch~racter of this finding readi1y manifests itself in. such a formu-. _
lation of the problem; it is based on the need to obtain indis- -..~-
pensable experience by comparing working methods with-those of
other workers, as well as on the need for sorne kind of connection
with the traditional and incomplete concept of syphilis and that of
the blood test.
The jactualiiy of the relation between syphilis and the Wasser-

. mann reaction consists in just this kind of solu tion to the problem
ojminimizing thought caprice, under given"conditions, while max- .
, imizing thought constraint. The fact thus represents a stylized
~signal ofresistance in thinking. Because the thought style is-carried
~by the thought collective, this "fact" can be designated in brief as
lthe signal of resistance by the thought collective [denkkollektives
Widerstandsaviso l.

3. Furtber Observatlons Conceming Thougbt
Collectives

~The preceding chapter tried to show how even the simplest observa- .~
tion is conditioned by thought style and is thus tied to a community ,-
of !hought ..,I therefore calJ!5L:t!i.!t~J~g",asupre.l!te~~ctivitt~
\\'hlCh-canDot by any means be completely Iocalized within the
confines of the individual.

Teamwork can take two forros. lt can be simply additive, as
when a number of people join together to lift something heavy.
Alternatively it can be collective work proper-not merely th
summation of individual work but the coming into ~xistence of a
special form, comparable to a soccer match, a conversatÍon, or the
playing of an orchestra. Both forms occur in thinkingand espe-
cially in the act of cognition. How could the performance of an
orchestra be regarded as the work only of individual instruments,
without allowance for the meaning and rules of cooperation? It is
just such rules that the thought style holds for thinking. All paths t.
toward a positive, froitful epistemology lead toward the concept ofF
thought style, the varieties of which are mutually comparable and
can each be investigated as a result of historicaI development.
Like any style, the thought style also consists of a certain mood\

and of the performance by which it is realized. A mood has two}
closely connected aspects: "readiness both for selective feeling and~-
for correspondingly directed action. It creates the expressions{
appropriate to it,. such as religion, science, art, customs, -or war,
depending in each case on the prevalence of certain collective
motives and the collective means applied. We can therefore define t
thought style -as [the réadiness for] directed perception, with cor-í.:

responding mental and objective assimilation of what has been soI
perceived. It is characterized by common features in the problems
of interest to a thought collective, by the judgment which the
thought collective considers evident, and by the methods which it
applies as a means of cognition. The thought style may also be,
accompanied by a technical and literary style characteristic of the
given system of knowledge.
Because it belongs to a cornmunity,- the thóught style of the

collective undergoes social reinforceme~t, as will shortly be dis-
cussed. Such reinforcement is a featu're of all social structures. The
thought style is subject to independent development for genera-
tions. lt constrains the individual by determining "what can be
thought in no other way." Whole. eras will then be ruled by this
thought constraint. Heretics who do not share this collective mood
and are rated as criminals by the collective will be burned at the
stake until a different mood creates a different thought style and
different valuatioD.
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J But every thoug~t style Ieaves. remnants. First, there are the
\ small, i;)lated ~~~"'iríú~es which adh~re un~ha.nged to the oId style.

This explains the existence even today of astrologers and magi-
cians: eccentrics who associate with the uneducated of the lower
social classes or become charlatans because they do not share the

r cornmunity mood. Second, every thought style contains vestig.es of .~
( the historical, evolutionary development of various elements from
L another style. Probably only very few completely new concepts are

formed without any relation whatsoever to earlier thought styles. It
is usually only their coloring that changes. Just as the scientific
concept of force originated from the everyday concept of force, so
also the new concept of syphilis descended from the mysticaI.

1 A historical connection thus arises between thought styIes. In the
J development of ideas, primitive pre-ideas ofien lead continuously
i to modern scientific concepts. Because such ideational develop-

ments fornl multiple ties with one another and are always related to
the entire fund of knowledge of the thought coll~ctive, their actual
expression in each particular case receives the imprint of unique-
ness characteristic of a historie event. It is, for instance, possible to
trace the development of the idea of an infectious disease from a .
primitive belief in demons, through the idea of a disease miasma, _
to the theory of th.e pathogenic agente As we have already hinted,
even this latter theory is already close to extinction. But while
it lasted, only one solution to any given problem conformed to
that style. (See chap. 2, sec. 4, on Schaudinn's "causative agent"

f....versus that of Siegel.) Such a stylized solution, and there is al-
~ways only one, is called truth. Truth is not "relative" and cer-
-,tainly not "subjective" in the popular sense of the word. It is
i ,always, or almost aIways, completeIy determined within a tho~ght
L style. Qne can never say tbat tbe same thought is true for A and

false for B. If A and B belong to the same thought col1ective, the
thought will be either true or false for both. But if they belong to
different thought collectives, it will just not be the same thought! It

. must either be unclear to, or be understood differently by, one of

lthero. Truth is not a convention, but rather (1) in historical pe,. ".
¡ spective. an event in the history o/ thought, (2) in its contemporary
¡¿, context, sty/ized thought constraint.

Even unscientific statements cont~in compulsory connections.

Consider a myth, such as the Greek myth of Aphrodite, Hephaistos,
and Ares. Aphrodite cannot but be the wife of Hephaistos ~nd the
lover of Ares. As any poet knows, a web of fantasyspun for long.
enough always produces inevitable, "spontaneous" substantive
and formal connections. In a romance about chivalry, for instance,
one cannot simply write '~horse" instead of "steed," although these
words are 10gicalIy synonyrns differing only in style. There are
consequentiallinks in musical imagination too, which correspond
to the example: "Assuming O = 16 then H = 1.008." An artistic
painting also exhibits its own constraining style. Tbis we can easily
demonstrate by placing part of a second painting over a good
painting executed in a definite style. The two parts would cIash
with each other, even ifthe two paintings were matched in contente
Tbus every product of intellectual creation contains relations':
"which cannot exist in any other way." They correspond to the
compulsory, passive links in scientific principIes. These reIations
can be, as it were, objectivized and regarded as expressions of;
"beauty" or "truth." There actually. are special individual and t
collective conditions which favor just such objectivization.

In the field of cognition, the signal of resistance opposing free,ft
arbitrary thinking is called a Jact. * This notice oí resist~nce merits/}
.the adjective "thought collective," because every fact bears three.',
different reIations to a thought coIlective: (1) Every fact must be in}~
Zine with t~e inte!lectual interests o/ it~ tho~g~t collective. since\\i
resistance IS posslble only where there IS strlvlng toward a goal...,
Facts in aesthetics or in jurisprudence are tbus rarely facts for"
science. (2) The resistance must be effective lvithin the though'tt
collective. It must be brought home to each member as both a\.
thought constraint and aform to be directly experienced. In cogni-',
tion this appears as the connection between phenomena which can \.
never be seve'red within the collective (see chap. 3 at note 26). Thisf:
linkage seerns to be truth and conditioned only by logic and con- (:
tent. Only an investigation in comparative epistemology. or a sim-)
pIe comparison after a change has occurred in the tbought style, r
can ma~e these inevitable connections accessible to scientific treat-i
mente The principIe of irnmutability of species characteristics wa~

*ef. chapo 4, seco2, at note 4 and end of section.-Eds.
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valid for classicaI bacterioJogy, according to tbe interpretation ot'.
the time. If a scientist of that time had been asked why the.
principIe was accepted or why the characteristics of species were'
conceived in this way, hé couId only have answered, '.'Because it is'
true." Only after a change in thought style did we learn that the
opinion was constrained mainly by the methods applied. The Pas~'M
sive linkage between these principIes was transformed into a~'t active one (cf. the definition in chap. 1, p. 8).5 (3) Thefact must b~'

~.expressed in .the style of the thought collective.
The fact thus defined as a "signal of resistance by the thought

collective" contains the en tire scale of possible kinds of ascertain-
ment, from a child's cry of pain after he has bumped into sorne.
thing hard, to a sick person's hallucinations, to the complex system
of science.

.:. Facts are never completely independent of each other. They-
loccur either as more or Iess connected mixtures oí separate signals'i"
~or as a system ofknowledge obeying its own Iaws. As a result, ever;~.s:
~fact reacts upon many others~ Every change and every discovery>"
,~has an effect on a terrain that is virtual1y limitless. It is charac."
.~teristic of advanced knowledge, matured into a coherentsystem;~.
that each new fact harmoniously-though ever so slightly~"
changes aH earlier facts. Here every discovery is actual1y a re~..

... creation of the whole world as construed by a thought collective ...~:.
.. A universally interconnected system of facts is thus formed;:.
maintaining its balance through continuous interaction. This inter~"'.
woven texture bestows solidity and tenacity upon the "world of'~'
facts" and creates a feeling both of fixed reality and of the inde~::
pendent existence of the universe. The Iess interconnected the~'
system of knowledge, the more magical it appears and the less.
stable and more miracle-prone .is its reality, always in accordance:

, \\Tith the thought style of the collective.
~\ The communal "carrier" of the thought style is designated the
::\:thought collective. The concept ofthe thought collective, as we use it
., to investigate the social conditioning of thinking, is not to be under:;,
stood as a fixed group or social class. It is functionaI, as it were;'~'.
rather than substantial, and may be compared to the concept oí
field oí force in physics. A thought collective exists whenever two oro
more persons are actual1y exchanging thoughts. This type of

thought collective is transient and accidental, formin~ and dissolv-\~
ing at any momento But even this type induces a particular mood, ·
which would otherwise affect none ofthe members and often recurs
whenever these members meet again.
Besides such fortuitous and transient thought collectives there ~

are stable or comparatively stable ones. These form particularly
around organized social groups. If a large group exists long \
enough, the thought style becomes fixed and formal in struc.tur~.
Practical performance then dominates over creative moad, WhlCh IS

reduced to a certain flXed level that is disciplined, uniform, and
discreet. This is the situation in which contemporary science finds .
itself as a specific, thought-collective structure [denkkollektives~,
Gebilde].
A thought community [Denkgelneinschajt] does not ~ully co-

incide with the official community. The thought collectlve of a
religion comprises a11true believers, whereas the official ~eligious
community in eludes aH the formally accepted members, lrrespec-
tive of their way of thinking. It is thus possible to belong to the
thought collective of a religion without being formal1y accepted as a
member of that congregation, and vice versa. The internal struc-
ture and organization of a thought collective also differs from the
organization of a community in the official ~ense .. The ~nt~llect~al
leadership and the circles that form around 1t do not cOincIde wlth
the official hierarchy and organization.
A closer investigation of thought style and of the general social

characteristics of thought col1ectives in their mutual relations can
bé marle by concentrating upon stable thought collectives. Such
stable (or comparatively stable) thought communities, like othet
organized communes [Gemeinden], * cultivate a certain exclu-
siveness botb formally and in contente A thought commune be-
comes isolated formally, hut also ahsolutely honded together,
through statutory and customary arrangements, somet~mes a .sep-
arate language, or at least special terminology. The anClent gutlds, ~
for instance, are exam~les oí such ~pecial thought communes. But~
even more important IS the restrlcted content of every thought.

*Gemeinde: ofien used for the smallest administrative district of local government
in sorne European countries.-Eds.
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1collective as a special realro ofthinking. There is an apprenticeship
¡,lperiod for every trade, every religious. cornmunity, every field of .
.~knowledge, during which a purely authoritarian suggestion of ideas:-
,,:takes place, irreplacable by a "generally rational" organization of
~ideas. The optimum system of a science, the ultimate organizationi~of its principIes, is completely in~omprehensible to the novice. Yet
L this is the only valid yardstick for the expert. We have already
. described this situation in the case of the closure of thought within
serology, which has only a traditional and not a "rational",
initia tion.
~ Every didactic introduction is therefore literal1y a "leading into"
. or a géntle constraint. The history of science is pedagogically
helpful, because long-established concepts have the advantage of
less thought specialization and are therefore more easi1y under-
,stood by the novice. Furthermore, the public at large, and there-
, fore many an apprentice, are already familiar with them. The ~
'; initiation into any thought style, which also ineludes the intro-:,
:1' duction to science, is epistemologicalIy analogous to the initiations':
: \\:e know from ethnology and the history of civilization. Their effect
_ is not merely formal. The Holy Ghost as it were descends upon the .
novice, who will now be able to see what has hitherto been invisible
to him. Such is the result of the assimilation of a thought style. ",'-'.

í The organic exclusiveness of every thought commune goes hand
:' in hand with a stylized limitation upon the problems admitted. It is
15always necessary to ignore or reject many problems as trifling or ..
JI meaningless. Modern science also distinguishes "real problems"
from useless "bogus problems." This creates specialized valuation

: and characteristic intolerance, which are features shared by ~1l
/ exclusive communities.

Corresponding to any thought style is its practical effect or
, application. Any thought can be appI1ed. Even the confi-rmation or
;'refutation of conjectures calls for mental activity. Verification is
\ therefore just as much bound by thought style as is assumption ..
1 Thought constraint, habits of thought, or, at least, a definite
.~ aversion to alíen thinking that does not conform to a given thought
style aH help to guard the harmony between application and
thought style. Guild associations are communities that are clearly.'
directed to practical aims. It is instructive to see how differently~;~~..

depending on the nature ofJthe trade. similar practical problems
are solved. A crack in the wall plaster, for instance, presents a
painter with a problem different from that which a bricklayer h~s
to face. The painter sees only the surface damage and treats lt
accordingly. But the bricklayer worries about the \\'all structure
and is likely to ''\vork in depth." The way in which their thinking is
sty1ized is revealed by the way it is applied.6

Independently of the possible organization in forro and content
of a stable col1ective, such as has been noted for the organization of
a church community or a trade union, there are also structural
characteristics shared by aH such communities of thought. Thelr
general structure of a thought collective consists of both a small
esoteric circle and a "larger exoteric circle, each consisting of mem-
bers belonging to the thought collective and forming around any
\vork of the mind [Denkgebilde], su eh as a dogma of faith, a ..
scientific idea, or an artistic musing. A thought eollective consists
of many such intersecting cireles. Any individual may belong to
several exoteric circles but probably only to a few, if any, esoteric
circles. There is a graduated hierarchy of initiates, and many
threads connecting the various grades as weIl as the various cireles.
No direct relation exists between the exoteric circle and that crea-
tion of thought [Denkgebilde] but only one mediated esotericaHy.
Thus most of the members of the thought eollective are related to
the works produced by the thought style [Gebilde des Denkstiles] ,
only through trusting the initiated. But the initiated are by no
means independent. They are more or less dependent, whether
consciously or subconsciously, upon "public opinion," that is,
upon the opinion of the exoteric circle. This is generally how the
intrinsic self-containment of the thought style with its inherent
tenacity arises. .
The esoteric' circles thus eaeh enter into a relation with their\

exoteric circles known in sociology as the relation of the elite to the \
masses. If the masses occupy a stronger position, a demoeratic:¡
tendency will be impressed upon this relation. The elite panders, as '
it were, to public opinion and strives to preserve the confidence of
the masses. This is the situation in which the thought collective of
science usual1y finds itself today. If the elite enjoys the stronger \
position, it will endeavor to maintain distance and to isolate itself t
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~Jrom the crowd. Then secretiveness anldogmatism dominate the
tife of the thought collective. This is the situation of religious ",
thought collectives. The first, or democratic, form must lead to the :.,
development of ideas and to progress, the second possibly to con- ",
servatism and rigidity.

lndividuals too take up special mutual positions in tbe com.
munication of thoughts within a collective. If there exists a relation .
of definite mental superordination and subordination between two>"
individuals, as"between teacher and pupil, it is realIy not a relation
between individuaJs but between elite and masses. On the one
hand there is basically trust, and on the other, dependence on .";'
public opinion and "commonsense." Between two members of the
, same thought collective on the same mental level, there is always
a certain solidarity of thought in the service of a superindividual '
idea which causes both 'intellectual interdependence and a shared
mood between the two individuals. No question, once raised, can ..
remain total1y without effect. Each is pondered and ha~ a place
within the thought style. This coinradeship of roood can be sensed
after only a few sentences have been uttered and makes true com. ,
munication possible. Without it, the speakers are at cross pur.',:;.;,
poses. A special feeling of dependence therefore dominates all :~\},:
communication of thought within a collective. The general structure' < •

of a thought collective entails that the communication of thoughts .
\ within a collective, irrespective o/ content or logical justification,~:~~.~

should lead for sociological reasons to the corroboration 01 the .
#thought structure [Denkgebilde]. * Trust in the initiated, their I

("'dependence upon public opinion, intellectual solidarity between
eq uals in the service of the same idea, are parallel social forces
\\'hich create a special shared roood and, to an ever-increasing ex .
tent, impart solidity and conforrnity of style to, these thought struc; '~'c~:i'

tures [Denkgebilde]. ** The 'greater the distance in time or space '.:
from the esoteric circle, the longer a thought has been conveyed '

.•.y\,¡thin the sanze thought collective, the more certain it appears. If

*ln this context the ambiguous "thought structure" is selected, since an indirect
reference to the patterns of thought may be implicit in this direct reference to the
products ofthoughí.-Eds.
**Thought products and the thought style under which these arise are both ofthem
socially constrained. Cf. Preface.-Eds. - ,

the bonds consist in mental training during childhood years or,
better still, in a tradition several generations oId, they will be
indissoluble.
At a certain stage of development the habits and standards oí

thought \\'ill be felt to be the natural and the only possible ones.
No further thinking about them is even possible. But once they
have entered personal consciousness, they can also be regarded as
supernatural, a dogma, asystemofaxioms, or even a useful
convention. In this context it would be of interest to compare the
history of science or the history of sports from semireligious prac-
tices in antiquity to the health-oriented sports of our own day.
. The complex structure of modern society results in multiple
intersections and interrelations among thought collectives both in
space and time. We see professional and semiprofessional thought
communities in cornmerce, the military, sports, art, politics,
fashion, scfence, and religion. The more specialized a thought
cornmunity is and the more restricted in its content, th~ stronger
'wÚlbe the particular thought nexus among the members. lt breaks
down boundaries of nation and state, of class and age. Compare
the social role of sports or of spiritualism. Special terms such as
match, loul, and walkover in sports; demarche and exposé in
politics; Saldo [balance], Konto [account], hausse [bulls], and
baisse [bears] on the Stock Exchange; staffage [props] and ex-
pression in the arts, each within its own thought collective, are used
even across the barriers of national languages. The printed word,
film, and radio aH allow the exchange 'of ideas wi~hin a thought
cornmunity. They also make possible the connection between the
esoteric and the exoteric circ les even across long distances and in
spite of little personal contact.
A good ex'ample of the general structure of a thought collective

is provided by the thought community of the world of fashion, as
long as we examine only the cornmon mental outl~ok ofthe followers
offashion and disregard either the general economic and social fac-
tors or the special professional and commercial factors of that field.
What is of interest is f ashion consciousness as such, independent of
the content offashion. The special roood of the thought collective of
fashion is constituted by a readiness imm~diately to notice that
which is fashionable'and to consider it of absolute importance, by a
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feeling of solidarity with other members of the collective, and by an
unbounded confidence in the members of the esoteric circle. The
most dedicated followers of fashion are found far out in the exo-
teric circle. They have no immed"iate contact with the powerful
dictators forn1ing the esoteric circle. Specialized "creations" reach
them only through what might be called the official channels of
intracol1ective communication, depersonalized and thus aH the
more compulsive. Nothing is motivated in petty style; they are
simply told "ce qu'il vous faut pour cet hiver" [what yon need
for this winter], or "a Paris la femme porte" [in Paris, women
are wearing], or "Lancé au printemps par quelques jeunes fem-
mes de la société parisienne" [presented to the public in the spring
by several young ladies of Parisian society]. It is coercion of the.
strongest kind, because it appears in the guise of a self-evident
necessity and is thus not even recognized as a coercive force. And
woe to the true believer who does not or cannot conformo She feels
cast out and branded, because she knows full well that every fellow
member of the collective immediately notices her act of treason.
For the esoteric members the coercion is much reduced. They can
permit themselves many a new-fangled idea, which does not be- .",
come a "must" until subsequent communication has taken place
throughout the thought collective. But they too are held by the style
of their own creations to particular "obligatory matchings":
baroque sleeves may not be worn with an Empire waistline, to
name only one example.
If we compare various thought styles, we can easily see that the.

differences between two such thought styles can be greater or
smaller. The thought style of the physicists, for instance, does not
differ aH that much from that of the biologists, unless the latter
happen to adhere to the thought style of the vitalists. There is a
much greater difference in style between the physicists and the
philologists, and a much greater one still between a modern Euro-
pean physicist and a Chinese physician or a cabalistic mystic.
Rere the divergence between thought styles is so wide that in
comparison, the divergence between the thought styles ofthe physi-
cist and of the biologist dwindles into nothing. One could actual1y
speak of nuances ol' style, of varieties in style, and of different
styles. But it is not the aim of this book to construct a complete

theory of thought styles. AH 1 want to do is point out a few
distinctive properties of the communication. of thoughts between
collectives.
The greater the difference between two tl10ught styles, the moref

inhibited will be the communication of ideas. Collectives, if real:f
communication exists between tbem, wiU exhibit shared traits in-~
dependent of the uniqueness of 'any particular collective. The prin-
cipIes of an alien collective are, if noticed at aH, felt to be arbitrary"
and their possible legitimacy as begging the question. The alien ~
way of thought seems like rnysticism. The questions it rejects
will ofien be regarded as the most important ones, its explana-
tions as proving nothing or as missing the point, its problems
as often unimportant or meaningless trivialities. Depending upon
the relation between the collectives, single facts and concepts
are considered eitber free inventions, which scientists simply ig-
nore like, for instance, "psychic facts" [spiritistische Tatsachen].
Less divergent collectives, alternatively, may produce only dif-
ferent interpretations, translations into another dialect of thought,
as, for instance, theologians would translate these same psychic
facts. Scientists have sirnilarly adopted many individual alchemic
facts. So-caBed cornmons.ense, as the personification ófthe thought
collective of everyday life, has become in this same way a universal
benefactor for many specific thought collectives.

Words as such constitute a special medium of intercollective
communication. Since aH words bear a more or less distinctive
coloring conforming to a given thought style, a character which
changes during their passage from one collective to the next, they
always undergo a certain change in their meaning as they circulate
intercollectively. One could compare the meaning of the words
"force," "energy," or "experiment" for a physicist, a philologist,
or a sportsman; the word "explain" for a philosopher and a
chemist, "ray" for an artist and a physicist, or "law" for a jurist
and a scientist.
In summary, the intercol1ective communication of ideas always:,

results in a shift or a cbange in the currency of thought. Just as the
shared mood within a thought col1ective leads to an enhancement
of thought currency, so does the change in moad during the inter-
collective passage of ideas produce an adjustment in this cash value*_
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\;¡across the entire range of possibilities, from a minor change in
fcoloration, tprough an almost complete change of meaning, to the. .
ldestruction of aH sense. Compare the fate ofthe philosophical terro '_..'
"absolute" in the thought collectíve of scientists.
In chapter 1 we described the passage of the syphilis concept

~ from one thought community to another. Each passage involved a
:'metamorphosis and a harmonious change of tbe entire thought
{style of the new collective arising from the connection with its ~
)/concepts. I:bj~,change in thoughtstyle, tha~ is, change in readiness.,
t to-r di~~ted~-perception,_ offers new possibilities for discovery and
l.~-r~ates ne~_ facts. This is the nlost important epistemological sig-
'''2!ttlcance of the intercollective cornmunication of thoughts.
, Something remains to be said about the individual!s belonging to
"severa1 thought cornmunities and acting as a vehicle for the ínter-
collective communication of thought. T1)e stylized uniformity of his

'fr'-,,---'~

'{tbi_nki~g as a social phenomenon is farmore powerful than the
,logical construction of his thinking. LogicalIycontradictory ele-:--~-- '

ments of individual thought do noteven reach the stage of psycho- ~
ilogical contradiction, because they are separated from each otber.
Certain connections, for instance, are considered matters of faith
and others of knowledge. Neither field influences the other, al- _ .
though logically not even such a separation can be justified. A' ,¡o .

person participates more ofien in several very divergent thought '~.
collectives than in several closely related ones. There were and still ,,~..
are physicists, for instance, who profess the religious or spiritualist.:.~:
thought style, but few of them have been interested in biology once ,':."
it became an independent discipline. Many physicians are engaged .'
in historical or aesthetic studies but only a few in natural science.
~If thought styles are very different, their isolation can be preserved .
leven in one arid t'he same persone But if they are related, such

:-~

:~'isolation is difficult. The conflict lietween closely allied thought
\Styles makes their coexistence within the individual impossible and
:.sentences the person involved either to lack of productivity or to the
lcreation of a special style on the borderline of the field. Tbis
, incom patibility between- allied thought styles within an individual
has nothing to do with the delineation of the problems toward
\\'hich such thinking is directed. Very different thought styles are
. used for one and the same pr?blem more often than are very closely

related ones. It happens more frequently that a physician simul.:
taneously pursues studies of a disease from a clinical-medical or
bacteriological viewpoint together with that of the history of civil-
ization, than from a clinical-medical or bacteriological one to-
gether with a purely chemical one.
As 1 select out of an abundance of data these few phenomena

concerning the communication of ideas, 1 am fully aware oí the
fragmentary nature of my presentation. But they may suffice to
demonstrate to science-oriented theoreticians, in particular, that
even the simple communication of an item of kno\vledge can by no
means be compared with the translocation of a rigid body in ~
Euclidean space. Communication- never occurs without a trans-~.
formation, and indeed always involves a stylized remodeling, which ;
intracollectively achieves corroboration and which intercollectivelyf,
yields fundamental alteration. Those who faH to grasp this point
will never reach a positive epistemology. 7 '

4. Some Characteristics of tbe Thougbt Collective
of Modero Science

In the previous section we described the general structure of
thought collectives-their esoteric and exoteric circles, and the
general rules of intra- and intercollective communication of
thought. We shall now discuss the special structure ,of tbe thought
collective of modern science, particularly the effect of both tbe
esoteric circle and the exoteric circle within the framework of
science. We sball disregard characteristic features of any special-
ized thought collective such as that of the physicists or that of the
sociologists, because the structure of modern Western science has
many common features.
Take the case of a researcher who creatively approaches a prob-~

lem and is a "specialized expert" inforroed in the greatest deptb-
for example, a radium specialist in the science of radioactivity. He
constitutes the center of the esoteric circle of this problem. The
circle ineludes, as "general experts," scientists working on related
problems-all physicists, for instance. The exoteric circle com-
prises the more or less "educated amateurs." A contrast between
expert and popular knowledge is hence the frrst effect of th~~
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general structure of the thought collective in science. The richness
':ofthis field requires that even \\'ithin íhe specialized esoteric circle, a
sphere of special experts must be distinguished from that of gen ...
;.eral ones. Let us then consider bothjournal scielice and vadenlecum
. science, which together constitute expert science. Because initia.
,. tion into science is based on special methods of teaching, we must,
t list textbook science as yet a fourth socio-intel1ectual form, which, -....
\.1 ho\vever, is less important in our context.. .

Let us begin the discussion of these circles by considering popú- .
lar science. This furnishes the major portion of every person's
knowledge. Even the mo~t specialized expert owes to it many
concepts, many comparisons, and even his general viewpoint. It
thus constitutes the general operative factor in eognition an~ .must'

~-.~ng1y .rank as ~n epistemological probIem. When an econo-
mist speaks of the organism of the econorny, or a philosopher of
substance, or a biologist of the syncytium [Zellstaat, lit. "cell
state"], they use, each within his own discipline, concepts derived ~'..
from their fund ofpopular knowledge. They build up their special- :
ized sciences around these concepts. We shall presentIy have the
opportunity of repeatedIy finding items of popular knowledge from
other fieIds within the depths of these sciences. Such items have.
ofien set the standard for the content of expert knowledge and have
determined its development for decades.

Popular science is a special, compIex structure. Since speeulative '
epistemologists have never investigated actual knowledge but onlY'F~
a faneiful picture of it, an epistemological investigation of popular,:,
science has yet to occur. at least so far as 1am aware. But this is not
the place to cIose this gap; a few hints must suffiee.
~ Popular science in the striet sense is science for nonexperts, that .
\ is, for the large circle of adult, generalIy educated amateurs. It.
cannot therefore be classed as introductory science. Normally a
"textbook. not a popular book, is used for purposes of introduction.
Characteristic of the popular presentation is the omission botb of
detail and especial1y of controversiaI opinions; this produces an
artificial simplification. Here is an artistically attractive, Iively, and
\ readable exposition with last, but not least, the apodictic vaIna-
, tion 'simply to accept or reject a certain point of view. Simplified,
Il..lucid, and apodictic science--these are the most important char-

acteristics of exoteric kno\\'ledge. In place ofthe speeific constraint-
ofthought by any proo!, which can be found only y..'íthgreat efforl,
a vivid picture is created through simplijication and valuatíon. The
ultin1ate airo ofpopular kno\\'ledge is a Weltanschauung: a special
structure [Gebilde] emerging from an emotive selection of popular
knowledge from v'arious fields.....
Little as any Weltanschauung can meet the demands of special-~

ized kno\vledge, it does provide the background that determines the
general traits of the thought style of an experto This may some-i
times be no more than an exalted feeling about the solidarity of aH
human knowledge. Or it may be a belief either in the possibility of a
universal science or in the albeit limited potential for further
development in science. This closes the circle of intracol1ective
dependence in knowledge. Popular exoteric kno\\'ledge stems from
specialized esoteric knowledge. Owing to simplification, vividness,
and absolute certainty it appears secure, more rounded, and more

_ firmly joined together. It shapes specific public opinion as well
as the Weltanschauung and in this forro reacts in turn upon the
experto
A good example of this situation is provided by a bacterioIogical

examination, where the findings are recorded in the diagnostic
laboratory by the esoteric expert team for the exoteric general
practitioner. The diagnosis of a specimen from a throat swab, for
instance, reads as follows: "The microscopic specimen shows
numerous small rods whose shapes and positions correspond to
those of diphtheria bacilli. Cultures grown from the~ produced
typical Loftler bacilli." This finding is specially \vritten to suit the
general practitioner, but it does not represent the knowledge of the
experto lt is vivid, simplified. and apodictic. The general practi-
tioner can rely upon it. But the expert reporting the samefinding to
another expert would write in the following terms. "Microscopic
aspect: numerous bacilli, many of which are club-shaped and
slightly curved, others rather slim and straight or uncharacter-
istically plump. Arrangement in several places finger- and palli-
sade-shaped, elsewhere singular and irregular. Gram-positive.
Several bacilli Neisser-positive. Laffler methyI blue: many lacer-
ated bacilli. Culture: Costa medium: purplish-red, slightly smeary t

sharply defined colonies, in which bacilli were found mostly typical
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in staining characteristics, morphology, and arrangement. Toxin
production and n~utralization tests were not performed. In view of~,;'.
the origin of the examined material, and the morphological and "\
culture characteristics of the bacilli, the diagnosis of Loffler bacilli .
seems sufficiently well established."
This version, although theoretically far more precise, would not :.t"

appeal to a general practitioner, least of aH the passage according:'~
to which the origin of the examined material is considered one of'{
the supports (and, indeed, one of the important supports) for
the conclusion. "What is going on? 1 just asked you what this
throat swab really contains and you reply: because it is a throat
swab the conclusion is justified that it is diphtheri.a. That is be-
ing mischievous. 1wanted your support, but you went and used
me to support yourself." Yet this expert finding is aIread y pur-
posively simplified and apodictic in many respects. Everything that
is unimportant from a scientific viewpoirtt is omitted, such as
accompanying bacteria-or what are currently thought to be un.t:
important accompanying bacteria. The vagueness of the limits of
speciation for corynebacteria also remains unconsidered. The con-
clusion that the rods found in the microscopic specimen of the ,
s\\rab are identical with those in the culture is actual1y a compli-',
cated, specialist thought construction, although it is presented here '
as just a simple fact. Furthermore, the case is extremely eIernen- .
tary. 1t is not very often that everything works in such perfec~ ::'.
agreement. Frequently the arrangement of the bacil1i is not quite
so typical. Staining is not always so unambiguous, for it can be
positive, negative, or indeterminate. Finally, the culture may con-
tradict the microscopic specimen.

No matter how a given case may be described, the description is.
always a simplification permeated with apodictic and graphie ele- ,/

fments. Every comn1unicatíon and, indeed, all nomenclature tends".,
¡'to nzake any ítem of kl1ov~'ledge more exoteric and popular. Other-
\\'ise each word would require a footnote to assign limitations and
provide explanations. Each word of the footnote would need in
turn a second word pyramid. If eontinued, this would produce a
structure that could be presented only in multidimensional space.
Such exhaustive expert knowledge completely lacks clarity and is
unsuitable in any practica1 case. It must be remembered that such,

a pyramidal structure does not yield more general and recurrent
elements, which would basically simplify eonstruction if they could
be described separately. We always remain within the same
stratum of concepts, equidistant from "fundamental concepts,"
the possible construction of which constitutes a cognitive effort in
its own right and presents the same difficulties. Certain ty. sim1
plicity. vividness originate in popular know[edge. That is where the(~
expert obtains his faith in this triad as the ideal of knowledge.~
Therein Hes the general epistemological significance of popular~
science.

Our example presents a part of exoterie science which is ,still
very close to the esoteric center. The general practitioner is not aH
that far removed from the baeteriological specialist. If we proceed
to the large eircle of the "generally ed ucated," knowledge beeomes
pellucid and facHe; at the same time, thought-constrained proofs
disappear:. it becomes even more apodictic. The mother ofthe child
""hose throat swab had been examined is simply informed: "Your
child has dipbtheria."
The following popular description of the classical period of

bacteriology is found in Gottstein's excel1ent book on epidemiol-
ogy.8 "An examination was carried out on a patient, or on a
susceptible anima~ made ill through inoculation with products of the
disease in question. Certain micromycetes were found here which
were proved absent in other -diseases. Methods were devised for
obtaining a pure culture of thero, on suitable artificial media. Many
generations of the germ were grown on this culture rnedium with the
strictest prevention of any contamination by other schizomycetes.
Their properties were studied and the disease \\'as reprodueed by
inoculating other ~nimals. The chain of proof was thereby com-
pleted. Production of the characteristic disease has always .been
successful in isolated experirnent and remains so today." How
simple, certain, and lucid does this bacteriological diseovery ap-
pear! The description can certainly not be replaced by a better
popular version. As a "general scheme" it is. basicalIy correet. lt
just does not correspond to detailed expert knowledge. Apart from
ignoring the many restrictions and complications as wel1 as the
contradictory views and errors of the research work~rs, this presen-
. tation completely conceals the interaction between the genesis,of a
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df~covery and the genesis of concepts. The description reads as if
definitive concepts and ideas existed a priori. The concept of a dis-
ease entity of "certain rnicrornycetes" is an example, as are the
pure culture and the connection petween disease and microbes. lt
is as if their "consistent" application aIone led to the discovery and
no other concepts ,vere possible. Truth is thus made into an ob-
jectively existing quality. Scientists are accordingly divided into
two cIasses; the "bad guys," who miss the truth, and the "good
guys," \vho find it. This valuation, which is a general trait oí
exoteric thinking, was also created by the demands of the intra-
collective communication of thought and subsequently reacts upon
expert knowledge.

Let us introduce another example. On page S of Gottstein's
book, the history of syphilis is described as follows.

?1¡n 1495 a disease erupted suddenly and with unprecedented vio-
~, lence, spreading among the French mercenaries fighting in ltaly, .,.
who quickly carried this "syphilis" across the whole ofEurope. Tbe .'
rapid spread of this epidemic soon suggested that a new disease
was involved. The suspicion natural1y arose tbat it had been intro- . :-:.~.
duced from newly discovered America, where it was known at the -~."'.'
time to exist, although in a milder forme Controversy still rages to- ~
day over the American provenance of syphilis. Alternatively it is
claimed that syphilis was already found in the Old World in an-
tiquity. Be that as it may, at the end of tbe fifteenth century it
spread unusual1y widely and with great severity. From that time to .
our own day, syphilis has never 10st its significance as a common ' ..
disease, although its manifestations have changed greatly.

How simplified and crystal-clear is this history! Where is the as- .
siduous elaboration of the specific disease concept of "syphilis"~.~.~~"
The whole metamorphosis ofthe thought style from the fifteenth to.,
the t\\'entieth century and the historico-cogitative as well as socio-

~cogitative dependence of its stages have become invisible in the de-
scription. ,From descriptions such as this, the general conyicti~n-,_ ..
follows that there is no development of thought. Thisis-a cónvictioñ .
that in turn also influences the expert, and it is decisive for the

"r epistemologists who regard their task exclusively as the treatment of
, the question of "right" or "wrong" knowledge.

~.~ .

The achievement of vividness in any knowledge reines Wissens]
has a special inherent effect. A pictorial quality is introduced by an
expert who wants to render an idea intelligible to others or for
mnemonic reasons. But what was initially a means to an end
acquires the significance of a cognitive ende The image prevails
over the specific proofs and often returns to the expert in this new
role. We can study this phenomenon well by looking at the effect of
Ehrlich's clear symbolism mentioned in chapter 3. The lock-and-
key symbols became the theory of specificity and for a long time
dominated the very depths of the specialized science of serology.
In addition to such general influences fed back from popular

science, every fieId contains many specific influences. As an exam-
pIe, the whole lipoid theory of the Wassermann reaction is founded
on a popular chemical concept of the lipoid bodies, which is in no
way identical with the specialized chemical one. We thus have the
strange phenomenon that the lipoid of the serologist differs írom
that ofthe chemist, just as the concept of "state" in biology, which
construes the organism as a syncytium, a "cell state," is very
different from the state as construed by political science.
Ifwe move still further away from the esoteric center toward the

exoteric periphery, thinking appears to be even more strongly
dominated by an emotive vividness that imparts to knowledge the
subjective certainty of something holy or self-evident. No more
thought-constraining proofs are demanded, for the "word" has al-
ready become "flesh." As an example of such grossly popular
science, consider an illustration representing the hygienic fact of
droplet infection. Aman emaciated to a skeleton and with greyish-
purple face is sitting on a chair and coughing. With one hand he is
supporting himselfwearily on the arm of the chair, with the other
he presses his aching chest. The evil bacilli in the shape oí tittle
devils are flying from his open mouth .... An unsuspecting rosy-
eheeked child is standing next to him. One devil bacillus is very,
very close to the child's mouth .... The devil has been represented
bodily in this illustration half symbolically and half as a matter of
belief. But he also haunts the scientific speciality to its very depths,
in the conceptions of immunological theory with its images of bac-
terial attack and defense.
In contrast with popular science, whose airo is vividness, pro-t
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ffessional science in its vademecum (or handbook) forro requires a
~".criticalsynopsis in an organized system. ~,
~ In the history of the discovery of the Wassermann reaction and' .-
:i,iinthe chapter on observation and experiment, \ve have attempted '
.to describe the creative expert as the personified intersection of
,\\various thought collectives as well as of various lines of develop-" "
¡i;'ment of ideas and as a personal center of new ideas. The report,
C:that he \vrites has, in the first instance, a form we may calljournal
(.science.
r~ Any attempts to organize journal science into a unified whole
will soon encounter difficulties. The various points of view and
\\'orking methods are so personal that no organic whole can be
forn1ed from the contradictory and incongruent fragments. It is not
possible to produce a vademecum simply from a collection of

, articles that have appeared in journals. Only through the socio- '
cognitive ro igration of fragments of personal knowledge within the
esoteric circle, combined with feedback [Rückwirkung] from the.~'
exoteric circle, are these fragments altered so that additive, im.'

t personal parts can arise from the nonadditive personal ones.
t Journal science thus bears the imprint,of the provisional and the'.
personal. lts first feature is that despite a pronounced limitation of' ,
the problems under consideration there is always an urge to link up .
\\'ith the entire complex of problems associated with the field in
question. Any paper published in a scientific journal contains in .
the introd uction or conclusion just such a connection with vade ..'
,mecum science as proof that the author aims at incorporating bis,
':'paper in the vademecum and regards its present state as pro-

1, visiona]. This provisional aspect also conles through in the details
,: about both plans and hopes as well as in the polemics. There is aIso
',a specific caution characteristic of journal contributions. This can

}
.',:berecognized in the typical turns of phrase such as, "1 have tried to .
prove ... :' "It appears possible that ... ," or negatively, "It was not

f pos~ible to prove that ... " Such jargon serves to shift the "holy of
holies" ofscience, that is, any judgment about the existence or non-:'
existence of a phenomenon, from the individual worker to the sole1y'
authorized collective. Only in impersonal vademecum science will
\\-'e find expressions such as, "This exists or that does not," or
"This or that exists," or "It has been firmly established that · .. "

'í

It is as if every competent scientist required, in addition to the con-'
trol inherent in the style conforrnity of his work, a further control'-
and processing by the collective. It is as if he were aware that only'}
intracollective cornmunication of thought can lead from cautious :1,

uncertainty to certainty. ...
The personal aspect is a second feature of journal science some-~

how related to the flrst. The fragmentary nature of the problems, ~
the contingency of the material (as, for instance, casuistics in',
med icine), the technical details, in short, the uniqueness and'
novelty ofthe working material tend to associate it inseparably with
the author. Every researcher is aware of this but at the same time,
feels that any such personal eIernent in the work is. a fault. He i
almost always wants to hide his identity. This is recognizable, for in-
stance, in the characteristic "we" instead of "1," the specific "plural
of rnodesty," which is a hidden.invocation of the collective. The
specific discretion and duty of the individual research worker
to remain in the background is forrned from such rnodesty as w~l1
as from the characteristic caution just discussed. '
Describable in terms oflaboriously established, disjointed signals

of resistance in thinking, this provisional, uncertain, and per-
sonally colored nonadditive journal science, then, is converted next
into vademecurn' science by the migration of ideas throughout the
collective. As we have already pointed out, this striving toward
community, which expresses the dominance of the rank-and-file
members of the thought collective of sciencé over its elite, will be
found in every work of the scientist. A "general verifiability" is
officialIy demanded as a demagogic postulate, as it were. Yet, first
it is not a genera19 examination but one by the thougbt collective,
and, second, it consists solely in scrutinizing the stylization of any
item of knowledge.
The vademecum is therefore not simply the result of either a ~

compilation or a collection of various journal contributions. The
former is impossible because such papers ofien contradict each
other. The latter does not yielda closed system, which is the
goal of vademecum scienc~. A vademecum is built up from in-
dividual contributions through selection and orderly arrange- i

ment like a mosaic from many colored stones. The plan according ,
to which selection and arrangement are made will then provide the \¡
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)guidelines for future research. It governs the decision on what
'~counts as a basie concept, what methods should be aceepted, which
{ research directions appear most promising, which scientists should " :
be selected for prominent positions and which should simply be ",-,
consigned to oblivion. Such a plan originates through esoteric
communication of thought-during discussion among the experts,
through mutual agreement and mutual misunderstanding, through
: mutual eoncessions and mutual incitement to obstinacy. When two
~'ideas conflict with eachother, aH the forces of demagogy are
activated. And it is almost always a tbird idea that emerges tri-
urnpbant: one woven from exoteric, alien-collective, and contro-
_versial strands.

In tbe history of the Wasserrnann reaction we described the
process by which personal and provisional journal science becomes
transformed 'into collective, generalIy valid vademeeum science."
This appears initially both as change of conceptual meaning an~ '
as reformulation of the problem, and subsequentIy as an accumu-,(
lation of collective experience, tbe formation of a special readiness ..:.
for directed perception and specialized assimilation of what has "
been perceived. Sorne of this esoteric communication of though~ ,:~'.
occurs already within the scientist himself. He cond ucts a dialogue '
with himself as he ponders, compares, and makes decisions. The,
less his decision rests on adaptation to vademecurn seience and the
more original and bolder his personal thought style, the longer itl
will take to complete the process of collectivizing his residts. '~-":~
The following event may serve as an example of esoteric coni.'::.~.~

munication ofthought within a transient collective. At a meeting of
medical historians, the members discussed a case history contained
in an aneient text and considered the possibility of making a
modern diagnosis according to this oId descript'ion. One of the
members claimed that it would be impossible in the present case,
because the methods of examination given by the author diverged
too far from current ones. A second member argued that basical1y
diagnosis was always possible, since after aH tbe diseases them •. ~
selves remained unchanged. AH one had to do was to construct a .
picture of it from textual analysis. The first member rebutted by
grariting that the diseases certainly remained unchanged; but our
training is different, and we simply cannot form a picture from so

many emotive words that describe the gravity and horror of tbe
disease but provide no objective clues for a diagnosis. It is true tbat
the many terms in the text describe with extraordinary accuraey the
patient's odor, the stratification of his excretions, changes in his
perspiration, and even his cries of anguish. But we cannot even
find out whether or not there was a fever. A lively discussion ensued
lasting more. than an hour, shifting from the casuistic to the
fundamental. Strangely enough, bowever, the basic claim was
maintained througbout tbat diseases as such, that is, disease en-
tities, had not ehanged. This clairn was a kind of lapse by the
second -speaker, and he admitted the point to me afterward. It
became reinforced by the rather oftband eonfirmation 'by the first
speaker and thereby acquired, oddly, the value of an axiom. But
when the thougbt collective dissolved, not a single member of tbe
discussion was prepared to take responsibility for it. The claim is
doubtless untenable and was therefore only short-lived. But the
rather impersonal mechanism of its origin, without anybody's de-
liberate intention or responsibility, can serve as a paradigm for
typical principIes of vademecum science. Very often it is impossible
to find any originator for an idea generated during discussion and
critique. Its meaning changes repeatedly; it is adapted and be-
comes common property. Accordingly it achieves a superindividual
value, and becomes an axiom, a guideline for thinking.
A statement appears ipso facto more certain and more soundly~

establisbed in tbe organized system of a discipline as presented in a
vademecum than it does in any fragmentary description found in a
jou rnal. 1t becomes a definite thought constraint.
Let me give an example. The etiological concept of disease~

entity is not derived directly from individual contributions to the?
journals. Emerging originally from exoteric or popular ideas and,:
from ideas formed outside the collective in question, it gradually ,
acquired its present significance in the esoteric communication of
thought and now forms one of the basic concepts. of vademec~m
bacteriology. It could be attained only through a dlrected selectl0n
of individual investigations and a directed compilation. But once .
part of the vademecum, it is taught and generally used. It forms
the keystone ofthe system and thus exerts a constraint on thinking._
A statement such as the following becomes meaningless: "The
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French pox, or syphilis, or the carnal scourge, which is the conse ..
quence of contagious and leprous affections of the genitals, is a
daughter of Ieprosy and can in certain cireumstances in turn be.
come the mother of leprosy." 10 Yet it is meaningless only for our"
thought style. According to the etiological concept of diseasc,'
syphilis is a spirochaetosis and Ieprosy a disease caused by the.. _
specific bacillus, so that no relation exists between the two dis. : .
eases. If, however, the diseases are defined symptomatically, their ",
relation becomes undeniable and the statement deeply meaningíul.'

Alt has been explained that the etioIogicaIconcept of disease is not the
only logicalIy possibÍe one. Nor does it just arise spontaneously in
the presence of a certain quantity of knowledge. Nevertheless con-
temporary scientists, or most of them, are constrained by this
concept and cannot think in any different way. This aIso affects the
whole of pathology and bacteriology. The latter has become a .
medical science and has almost severed its connection with botany. .
The thought style of pathology in general and of bacteriology is ....
- therefore nonbiologicalt a point that manifests itself both in meth •....e .• ,

odoI¿gyll and in the narrowness of the problem complex with its
_ striet limitation to medical applications. '.

The situation is very similar as regards the formuIation of the ..
modern concept of the chemical eIement, which is based on pro-o.
portions by weight. This concept is also the result of truly colIective ""-
work, which began with esoteric communication of thought abont
individual contributions. lt thus became systematic and imper- ~.
sonal vademecum science. "After Boyle's day, however, it grad-:-....~
ually carne to be seen that certain substances resisted aH such
attempts to change them inío others without increasing their ..~"
weight. Por example, aH changes which iron can be made to,~:.
undergo are accompanied by an increase in the weight of the
iron .... It was sIowly discovered that at least seventy such dif.
ferent substances must be classed as elements." 12 Lavoisier con-
tributed a great deaI to this concept of elemento It was actually
during his lifetime that proportions by weight carne to be accepted <-

as stable relations. In describing these events, Ostwald mentioned a.
"strange psychological phenomenon, which occurs very ofien ato,
moments of important progress in science." 13 It was indeed
Lavoisier who, with his theory of combustion and his law of the ."

"',-J

conservation of \\~eight, provided the necesssary support for the
idea that proportions by weight were decisive in formulating the
coneept of element. Yet it was this same Lavoisier who introduced
sueh imponderable elements as heat and light in addition to the
ponderable elements and who thus "contradicted his own idea."
Ostwald, maintaining a completely individualistic psychological
point ofview, could explain this strange phenomenon only in ter~s
of psychology. He stated thát often "the iIItimate step, wh~ch
confirms a new idea and rejects oId ones, is precisely the one whtch
remains unnoticed and neglected by the creator of the new idea."
He tries to account for this in terms of the. exhaustion of the
researcher, who has no strength left for tbis last refinement of his
idea. 1 bélieve that our observations so far have shown clearly thatj
this incongruence between an idea as examined retrospectively and
the description given by the "originator" himself, that is, by the
research worker concerned, can be explained simply by the fact
that the true creator of a new idea is not an individual but the
thought collective. As has been repeatedly stressed, the colIecti~e
remodeling of an idea has the effect that, after the change ID

thought style, the earlier problem is no longer completely compre- ~
hensible. That the modern concept of the chemical eIernent al so
has a prehistory is well known. Like that of the etiological concept
of disease it can be traced back to the rnythical age. In this case-
again, the modern vademecum version is derived from alien col-
lectives, exoteric sources, and esoteric communication of thought.
These examples, to which similar ones could be added at will,
make the role of vademecum science obvious. This is the means by
which exoteric. knowledge, knowledge originating in other col-
lectives, and strictIy specialist knowledge are aH selected, bIended,
adapted, and then rnolded into a system. Concepts originating in
this manner become dominant and binding on every expert. The
preliminary signal of resistance has become thougbt constraint,
\vhich determines \vhat cannot be thought in any other way, what is '
to be neglected or ignored, and where, inversely, redoubled effort oft
investigation is required. The readiness for directed perception be- ~
comes consolidated and assumes a definite form. L
This relation between journal science and vademecum science

shows up in modern' progressive science as a characteristic struc-
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ture of the esoteric circle. lt resembles a column of troops on the
march. Every discipline, in fact almost every problem, has its own
vanguard, the group of research scientists working practicalIy on a. l ..

given problem. This is followed by the main body, the official
community. Then come the somewhat disorganized stragglers.
This structure becomes the more conspicuous the greater the
progress in the fleld of investigation. Journal science, which com,,;
prises the latest work, becomes more or less removed from vade~ '.
rnecum science, which always lags behind. The vanguard does not
occupy a fixed position. It changes its quarters from day to day and
even from hour to hour. The main body advances more slowly,
changing its stand-often spasmodical~y~only after years or even
decades. lts path does no! closely follow that of any one of the
vanguards. The ~ain body adjusts its advance according to reports
received from the vanguard, but maintains a certain independence.,
The direction that the main body actually chooses from the many ,
suggested by the vanguards is always unpredictable. Paths mus!,
first be widened into roads, and the ground leveled, so that thé
terrain undergoes considerable change before it can become the
garrison of the main body. ..
This indubitable phenornenon is obviously social in character, ;.rand has important theoretical consequences. If a scientist is asked.

, about the status of a given problem, he must first specify the
\ vademecum view as something impersonal and comparatively
I flxed, although he knows full well that it is inevitably already out.:
; of date. The various views of his fellow researchers currently work.'
ing on the problem must be added to this, but only as their
;personal views, even though he knows that sorne of these may one
day form the future vademecum views. lt is characteristic of tbe .
social nature of science that it takes a typically binding positio~ ~
(sometimes this is less typical and more provisional) on almost any~'
xproblem. lt is particularly important, epistemologicalIy, that the
binding position is considered more exoterically conditioned than.
the provisional one. This indicates the dominance of the mass ove~
the elite in a democratie thought eollective. . .
If a faet is taken to mean something fixed and proven, it exists

only' in vademeeum seience. The preliminary stage of disjointed.
_..~ignals of resistance within journal science re.al1y constitutes only

the predisposition for a fact. Later, at the stage of everyday populary
knowledge, the faet beconles incarnated as an immedfately per-r

1.,..

ceptible objeet of re ality .

5. Tbought Styles

The special thought style of the thought collective of modern
science becomes intelligible against this speciflc structural back-
ground. To make the concept of thought style even more tangible
and more familiar it is appropriate to compare the modern scienti-
tic version with a few older ones.

In those days, to quote the words ofDr. Samuel Brown, the metals
were suns and moons, kings and queens, red bridegrooms and Iily
brides. Gold was Apollo, sun of the lofty dome; silver, Diana, the
fair moon of his unresting career, and chased him meekly through
the celestial grove; quicksilver was the wing-footed Mereury, Herald
ofthe Gods, new-lighted on a heaven-kissing hUI; iron was the
ruddy-eyed Mars, in panoply complete; lead was heavy-lidded
Saturn, quiet as a stone, within the tangled forest of material
forms; tin was the Diabolus Metallorum, a very devil among the
metals, and so forth in not unmeaning rnystery.-There were flying
birds, green dragons, and red Hons. There were virginal fountains,
royal baths, and waters oflife. There were salts ofwisdom, and
essential spirits ... , ete.14

This is how chemistry was described before it entered the mod-
ern age. Sueh mystical allegories and comparisons and the strongly
emotional images exhale an atmosphere that is completely alien to
our scientific thinking. The comparison of gold with the sun and of
silver with the moon survives only in popular imagination. Asso-
ciating lead with Saturn and tin with the devil has lost aH meaning
even in popular thinking. lt is a special, self-contained style,
consistent froID its own point of view. Those peopl~ thought and
sa\v differently than we do. They accepted certain symbols that to
us appear fanciful and contrived. What if we could present our
symbols-the potential, or physical constants, or the gene of hered.
ity, etc.-to thinkers of the Middle Ages? Could we expect them
to be delighted with the "correctness" of these symbols and in-
stantly listen to reason? Or, converselY1 would they find ~ur symbol-
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ism just as fanciful, contrived, and arbitrari1y devised as we find
theirs?

If we want to investigate an earHer thought style, we must ",
exanline the original sources, not nl0dern surnmaries of oId view- > •

points. Consider a passage fronl Paracelsus: 15 UIf you have faith
small as a mustard-seed and you are yet earthly spirits, how much
higher would you be if your faith were large as melons. Again, how .
far should we surpass the spirits, if our faith were like buge
pumpkins." To illustrate the strength or weakness of faith by.,
conlparing it with mustard-seed can be accepted, if only because of
biblical tradition, * so long as we remain conscious of its meta-
phorical character. But that it should be possible to establish a
scale or a system by which to measure the strength of a person's
faith against objccts of various sizes is an idea we find startling.
Anyone could use this sentence, for instance: "It is bad if you >:

refuse to deviate from your demands by a finger's breadth." But:. ~
the following sentence appears impossible to use in a saber frame .
of n1ind: "It is bad if you refuse to deviate from your demands by'/ .
e\'en a finger's breadth,. when it is actually necessary tbat you ,
should deviate from thero by a foot or even a yard." For to us this
sentence is either eccentrie poetry or a foolish faney of using
geometrical yardsticks for psychological events. And what did
Paracelsus do? Did he consider his faith-measuring system only a
metaphor, or an adequate nleasuring system as well? This becomes '..
clear in his treatise on the begetting of sensitive things in reason.16.1...-~
"As long as the womb has a seed within it, it no longer draws ,.
another into it. It must only remain quiet and cOl1surnmate, and it . ,-'
v;ill be fertile. But \vhen it becomes coId in oId aget nothing more
\vilI happen, once the drawing power dies in the cold." He explains
the infertility of oId women in terms of the coldness of old age, "'~,
\\-hich makes the (apparently temperature-sensitive) seed-drawing. '~.
po~'er of the womb die. Coldness of old age is to him not a meta-
phorical circumlocution for frigidity, but absolutely identical
with physieal eold. We often also read in aneient \\'ritings that
ravenous hunger [Heisshunger, literal1y "hot-hunger"] cooks raw
food as tire does and thus makes it digestible.

In.a book published two hundred years Iater we read: 11 "Why is '

*?\1atthew 17:19-20.-Eds.

a person with an empty stomach heavier than after a meal? Be-
cause eating inereases the quantity of the spirits, which owing to
their airy and fiery nature lighten the human body; for fire and air
generalIy do this. For the same reason a cheerful person is much
lighter than asad one, because a cheerful one harbors more of
these little spirits than asad one. A dead person is also much
heavier than a living person, because the latter is fun of little spirits
".hereas the forrner is deprived of thero." The feeling of heaviness
(sIuggishness) as well as the modern coneept of physical weight,
heavy-heartedness, and even the diffieulty (unwieldiness) of lifting
a corpse are here regarded as identicaI phenomena, (( and aH ex-
plained in terms of a common cause, namely the absence of airy
and fiery tittle spirits which, like air and tire, always lighten
everything. We have here a self-contained, logical system built.up
on a kind of analysis of feelings-at least on an identity of feelings.
Yet it is a system eompletely unlike our own. Just as we do, these
people observed, ponde~ed, found similarities, and assocÍated
thero. They set up general principIes, and yet they constructed a
system of knowledge completely different from our own. The
"heaviness" in this last example is a eoncept totally different from
that of our physical "weight." Many sueh examples could be given
aH of \\,bich go to prove that eomprehending objeets and phenom-
ena in a way similar to our own was completely alíen to their way of
thinking. Our physicaI reality did not exist for 'thero. On the other
hand, they were prepared to regard many another featute as real
\vhich no longer has meaning for USe Hence we have these symbols,
parallels, profound compariso'ns, and astonishing statements~
To compare what for us is an alien and earlier thought style with

that of modern science, medical papers, especially anatomical
or physiological ones, are very suitable. These are easier for us to
comprehend tban early physical or chemical papers, which for us
have become highly unintelligible.
1have befare me on my desk a book about urine by Joseph Low,

M.O., dated 181Se The author was not one of the champions of
today's thought style. The book is steeped in the spirit of eigh-
teenth century Naturphilosophie. We read, for instance: "Tbe

*German Schwere. "heaviness," "weight"; Schwermut. "heavy.heartedness";
Sch\\,'ierigkeit. "difficulty. "-Eds.
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manifestation oflife is perfected only through its own creation. Life
itself is only procreation and creation. The visible and perfected
image of this continuous inspiration is the organic body, as the - .
basis of that image .... For it is through the most intimate inter-
course with tife that organic matter receives life in its fulIness. It
thus perfects itself to become that first, primevaI, and universal
substance ~hich is bot.h procreating and birthgiving, which the
ancients called prime matter and which is known by the moderos
~s nitrogen, azote, or more widely still as phosphorus" (p. 10)~
"Production ofurine as a liquid in the human body corresponds to
the formation of bone as a solide Straddling the line dividing the .
inorganic from the organic forms, phosphorus becomes metaÍlic as '
it returns to the liquid state in the urine together with aH products
accompanying it in bone formation. It thereby causes the sub-
stance even in the osseous system to change. The process of urine
and bone formation therefore develops in only two directions and .
both meet at sorne stage of development throughout aH the animal
cIasses" (p. 41). "The quantity of phosphoric acid increases with
age. And urea becomes uric acid, a spirit which is found only in
hUlnan urine and indicates the perfect 'anim~lness' of roan" (p~ .'-~.
56).
Far from being a pioneer, Low is clearly a straggler. Phlogiston

(p. 128) still haunts his book, and his concept of weight [Schwere]
is quite out of keeping with the spirit of his time. ". I •• just as tbe '.
stilIness of tbe dead represents a sinking back into the metallié: ..
world, and when a person dies his body becomes heavier [schwerer] 18 ~.

or metallic" (p. 43). Nevertheless, his thought style can be com- .
pared with the modern one, because many details in his book are
directly comparable with details found in modern science. LOw
considers himself a rational scientist and condemns the fanciful
uromancy of the Middle Ages (p. 246): "Not until the sixteenth ,
century, when the fanciful and extravagant uromancy of the Arabs
aroused suspicion, did scientists return to the simple natural ob.
servation of urine." He thus regards his own theory as simple
observation of nature, in just the same way as many contemporary
scientists regard theirs.

Phosphorus is a rather fundamental idea for his chemicaI ob-
servations. But it is far from iqentical with the modern elernent of .:.

the .same name, although there are sorne undeniably cornmon
features. "In aH these natural properties of urine, phosphorus as
the consurnmate product of the animal life process is the domi-
nant, truly inspirited principIe found in those rnany salts with an
alkaline, nitrous base in the animal gluten, \\'here it appears in a
nlUCOUS,gelatinous state, in its primevaI life-bearing predisposi-
tion either as decornposed basis of food or as eIernent in the
prod uction of the first vegetable-animaI beings, and in benzoic acid
and hydrochIoric acid as constituents thereof" (p. 12). "It is pre ...
cisely the phosphorus in the urine which, during urine retention
and as a ferment of death, rapidly induces a transition from a state
of inflamrnation to gangrene. Its presence in urine may also stimu-
late the formation of ph"osphorus throughout the entire organism
as, for instance, in urinary fever, which is a putrefactive fever ofthe
\\'orst kind caused by prolonged urine retention. That the meteoric ...
electric phenomena of the atmosphere .. I wieId their enormous
influence on the urinary system is also due to phosphorus" (p. 12).
"Phosphoric acid is always augmented in carnivorous animals and
predators ... I The production of characteristic olfactory substances
in the scent of such animals as well as the greater animality of the
perspiration of rnainly meat-consuming persons is very closely con-
nected with more animalistic urine and especially with the aug ...
mented production of phosphoric acid in it" (p. 27). "Because of
the increased quantity of urea, phosphoric acid, and the urinary
salts, a copious crystalline precipitate occurs in the urine of the
male as weIl as of the fema1e, who always remains more true to tÍle
primevaI life-conceiving state, and accordingly her phosphorus
formation is even more gelatinous, soapy, oi1y, and greasy" (p. 44).
"Phosphoric acid, called by Gartner phosphorous acid, because it
often causes urine and sorne types of sweat really to phosphoresce,
is the on1y free acid in the urine" (pi 63). "The fibrin of the
blood ... represents the metallically formed phosphorus" (p. 100).
"The increased production of phosphorus in inflamed urine is
unmistakable in the color, temperature, consistency, quantity, and
quality of the urine" (p. 115). "The two acids, uric acid and
phosphoric acid, do not occur at all in urine from a nervous
condition, because these express the inspiriting principIe directly.
But this must necessari1y be absent here and cannot be generated,
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beca use of the inhibited influence of the nerve spirit" (p. lS7)~
".The phosphorus in urine as uric acid, and as constitutive of the
urate, in addition to aH the other salty and earthy qualities ... "
folto\vs this urge" (p. 206). "Most of these urinary salt-concretions
have phosphorus as uric acid for a basic constituent" (p. 206).
Modern science has no term that properly describes this phos-

phorus. It is a principIe, an axiom, and a symboI ofthe inspiratory,
animalistic as well as of the lethal forces "as the symbol of death."
It is related to meteoric electricity, the production of characteristic
olfactory substanees, phosphorescence, inflarnmation, and putre-
faction. Like a ehameleon it appears in such various guises as
rnetallic, gelatinous, soapy, or oily. lt rnanifests itself as uric acid
and as a pigrnent, it forros concretions, and it gives urine its
color, temperature, and consistency. It is a principIe, and yet it
becomes materialized in precipitates together with salts. It is pon-
derable, can increase or decrease and even disappear altogetber. It ~
therefore does not share the properties of a modern principIe,:
beca use principfes ami symbot"s are now considered imponderable.o
Yet it shares sorne features in cornmon with the modern concept of
phosphorus. In particular there are sorne phenomena and cón-"_
nections which can beorganized around either concept. Phos- '
phorescence is predominant followed by high inflarnmability, the
ozone smell in the presence of phosphorous, and the sarne residual
smell following sorne "roeteoric, electric phenornena," and then it '.
is present in large quantities in urine, in bone, and in the nervous "":.
system. There is no doubt that sorne relation exists between the.~
modern scientific concept of phosphorus and that of Low ~ Just
\vhat it is, however, is difficult to describe in strict scientific terms.
1t \vould be well to borrow the word "motif" froro the field of art
and speak of an identity of sorne motifs of both configurations.
Both the source and the special relation to tire and smelI wouId
thus be cornmon motifs, \vhich oecur both in Low and in the
modern scientific concept of phasphorus. 19

These same attributes exhibited by phosophorus a la Low-half.::.
principIe and half substance in a contemporary scientific sense-are #;

also exhibited in his other substances such as metal, water, and
urea" This gives his science a special stamp. PrincipIes unite to forro
moving [pathetischen] ideas, grandiose correlations and compari-

sons. In his kind of reality everything has the value of a symbol,
which has an outer and les s important form and an inner and pro-
found meaning. The airo of his exploration is not to unearth and
simply to expIain this meaning but to divine it as a p"rofound secret.
We read, for instance, that "the kidneys, which deveIoped from the
mucosaofthe genitals, have a special hidden relation and sympathy
with the sexual system" (p. 43). "But it is procreation, the prepara-
tion of that all-procreative and birth-giving substance in the life
process of the sexual organs, of phosphorus in its highesí forro of
exaltation and inspiration, that connects the sexualand the urinary
system in a way that is as profound as it is rnysterious" (p. 44).
The deep mystery that the author finds here does not amount to

a puzzle to be soIved or a relation to be revealed by research.
Conversely, the knowledge acquired about the relation consists
only in its being declared to be profound and mysterious. It is the
experience of rnystery as rnysterious. The awe be experiences when
he looks at the veiled Isis is the intel1ectual gratitication the author
seeks, and what satisfies him.
When LO\\T finds what we would ca11a purely rnechanical connee-

tion in sorne case, he is not satisfied and be looks for a deeper one.
"During general paralysis of aH the organs governed by the will,
those of rnoven~ent, tbe sarcoderms and the sphincters, aH excre-
tions occur spontaneously, simply because of the weak dilution of
aH humors." And urinary incontinence is on1y the expression of
general "colliquative profluxia," which manifest themselves in the
blood, making it "diluted, discolored, black, and foaming," as
well as in the form of bloody s\veat and diarrhea. He only has to
look at an object to notice at once and to describe the profound,
mysterious connections. "Just as the skin of the seriously ill pro-
duces a highly nitrous, cadaverously-smelling, contagious atmo ..
sphere, the urinary system produces turbid, black, foaming urine
from \\rhich a black, sooty deposit resembling coffee-grounds soon
precipitates giving off a putrid, stinking odor" (p. 111). Note the
congruence in the dark coloring given to the details of this aspect.
A "black" pessimistic prognosis corresponds to black urine; and
with danger of death and contagion goes a cadaverous and putrid
stench. This is not simply emotional fantasy. What we are faced
with bere is an explicit parallelism between the properties of the
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symptoms described and the meaning ofthe entire aspecto lt is as if
every part in concord betokened the meaning of the whole entity. "'.
The black color oí the urine betokens the pessimistic prognosis,
just as "the color, temperature, consistency, quantity, and quality
of the urine" immediately and "unmistakably" betoken "the pro-
fuse production of phosphorus." 'L~w is ready to see such signa-
tures20 of profound meaning everywhere. He mentions a list of
"indications of the urine" in the context of chronic diseases [pp.
140-41] and also of a "biliary signature ofthe urine" [p. 146]. These
very signatures imprint the character of symbols upon the objects
of his reality.

When reading his descriptions we are immediately struck by the
descriptive terms he uses that are foreign to uso On page 120 we read
about "ichorous fluid with munlmy-like corrugation" into which
the humors of a gangrenous organ degenerate. On pages 142 and
146 he writes about "jumentous urine" to describe a visual re-
semblance to the urine of grass-eating animals. His reports specify
far too many qualities, which seems pleonastic to uso "The pres-
ence of synochal fever also becomes conspicuous by means of the
urine through its d iscoloration and turbidity as weIl as through a
lack of coction [Mangel an Koehung] and of homogeneous mix-
ture. lts appearance is crimson or dark red, turbid, gluey, and it is
rich in a diffuse, floccular, multicolored, dirty-white, ofien gray,
mucous deposit, which consists of decomposed mucus, gluten,¡..
urea, and phosphorus. After sedimentation it always remains tur- :~':~,,:.
bid and opaque, being already opaque when excreted; the urine '~,>'

retains this aspect right to the last stage common to a11fevers" (p. ~?~
107). 1t is interesting to compare this profuse description with a ~r: .

modern account of the same condition. "Turbid, crimson or dark "
red urine with floccular deposit" is sufficient. Everything else is.
either useless to us (discoloration, of turbid complexion, gluey.
appearance) or has been replaced by the microscopic investigation
of the deposit (the complex spe~ification of the deposit). State-
ments such as "lack of coction and of homogeneous mixture" are
\\'holly unfamiliar. The significance of these expressions, however,
can be explained. They correspond to a patbological theory accor~- "o,

ing to which aH diseases progress in definite stages. The .first lS;~,:,,-

caBed the "stage of crudity" (eruditas). Corresponding to thls stage ::~.~ .. . .•...

is a "crude" urine which is "thick, turbid, discolored and shows no
homogeneous mixture." It is characteristic that Low should have
listed "lack of coction" among the visible properties of the urine he
describes. Although he construes such a lack as a directly visible
property, we no longer regard it as such. lt is a theoreticalIy con-
structed gestalt*-which Low saw itnnlediately, but whieh lve do
noto Many other descriptions that are alien to us, such as the
"junlentous urine" of grass-eating animals rnentioned earlier,
correspond to theoretically appropriate ready-rnade gestalten,
which lve do not see but which Low, possessing the relevant stylized
readiness to perceive thero, perceived directly. analogously to the
gesta1ten and qualities in present-day knowledge that are irnmedi-
ately perceivable withotit further ado, as \\'e discussed in section 2
of this chapter.
AH in aH, Low was ready to see features diff~rent from those

we see and to convert what he saw into a different kind of cogni- .
tion. To avoid any misunderstanding it must be added tbat L~w
was certainly no great light ainong his contemporaries. He cannot
even be regarded as their typical representative. My sole purpose
was to cite an example of scientific thinking differing from tbat of
today. In his particular mood, which to us seems fanciful and
mystical, Low is ready to see mysterious, deep connections. Fur-
thermore, the objects of his world have a specific, symbolic color-
ing. This is his own particular thought constraint, whieh beeomes
intensified until he directly perceives the appropriate gestalts. At
the same time, he considers himself to be ~ rational researcher,
because after aH he is only describing what he sees.
To obtain an even clearer picture of how scientific observa tion

differs when two different thought styles are involved, it is per-
haps appropriate to compare anatomical descriptions and illus-
trations in early and recent textbooks. 1 browsed through several
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century anatomical textbooks, aH
of which provide almost equaIly suitable examples. Let me cite
the description of the collarbone (clavicle) from Thomas Bartholin,
Anatomy, Old and New Observations, Especially the Teaching o/

*~h.ere the alleged agency for properly homogenizing the mixture was
mlSslng. - Eds.
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nz)' Fatlzer, Caspar Bartholin, about Harvey' s B/ood Circulation
and Lymph Vessels, fourth edition, Leyden, 1673.

Clavlcles are caBed keys because they lock the chest, and like a key'." "
also lock the shoulder blade to the breastbone, or because they re-
call the keys to houses of ancient times, noted by Spigel at Padua "~
in ancient houses. Celsus calls them jugula because they conneet. '(4

Others call thero tongues, the forked bone, or the upper support.
They are located transversely below the lower neck, in the highest
part ofthe chest, one on each side. They are shaped like an elon- '
gated Latin letter S, that is two semicircles sigmoidalIy joined, con~.'
vex towards the outside joint and slightly hollow so that no vessels,
which are large there, are compressed. In the male they are more
curved so that the movement ofthe arms is less obstructed. In the '
female they are less curved to enhance her beauty, so that the de-
pressions in this area are less conspicuous in the femate than in the .~
male, \vherefore she is less proficient in throwing stones. The mat~-.
rial is thick, but perforated and spongy. It is therefore ofien frae~.'~>-':.
tured, but easi1y knits together again. The surface is rough and .~ ~~':.
uneven. They are connected to the upper process ofthe shoulder- 'i'" ,

blades by cartilage, whichjoins them so that movement ofthe .
shoulderblades and arros is not restricted. But they are immo- ,,;;~ .
bilized by ligaments surrounding the joint, with a broad and long-:"
ish end, and joined to the breastbone at the other end as previously
described. The collarbone is utilized for various movements ofthe
arrn, and because it is fixed by abone like a stake, it can be more " ,
easily moved backward and forward. Hence animals except mon- '"'
keys, squirrels, rniee, and hedgehogs have no collarbone. [P. 745]"; ;

This description consists of: (1) a linguistic analysis of terms,
taking up one-fifth of the chapter; (2) a brief description of tbe
arrangement and a. fairly detailed description of the connection
\llith other bones; (3) a very graphic description, although poor i~
detail, of the shape; (4) a very brief description of the surface
C.rough and uneven") and of the interna1 structure ("thick, but
perforated and spongy"); (5) sorne comparatively comprehensiv~ ,.
and very detailed teleological remarks, taking up about a quarter.
of the entire exposition; (6) and sorne brief remarks on compara.'
tive anatorny. such as, "Hence animals have no collarbones."
Let us compare this with a modern description, for instance the

one under the heading "clavícula, clavicle" by Müller and MüIler'~
in a very concise compendium of anatomy.21

Concerning the S-shaped bone inserted between shoulder blade
and breastbone, we speak of the middle section and the sternal
and acromial ends. The middle section has an tipper and a lower
face with a shallow groove (musculus subelavius), an anterior (mm.
pectoralis major and deltoideus) and a posterior edge. Tbe sternal
extremity is prism-shaped with anterior (m. pectoralis majar),
posterior (m. sterno-hyoideus), inferior and median faces (= facies
articularis sternalis), superior (m. sternocleidomastoideus), in-
ferior and posterior edges. The costal tuberosity is situated on the
inferior face (ligamentum costoclaviculare). The acromion has a
superior, inferior, and lateral face (= facies articularis acromialis),
an anterior (m. deltoideus) and a posterior (m. trapezius) edge.
The coracoid tuberosity (lig. coracoclaviculare) is on the inferior"
face. Development: main core is in the middle section with epiphy-
sis at the sternal extremity.

Compared with the seventeenth-century description, the follow-
ing changes will benoted. No trace remains of (1) the pseudo-
linguistic analysis of nomenclature, (2) most of the vividness in the
description of shape and arrangement, and (3) the teleological
observations. On the other hand, (4) detailed information abaut
muscle and ligament connections with the bones is provided, and
(5) the description of the surfaces, the edges, the various parts of
the bones is far more detailed. The shift in intellectual interest is
very clear. What Bartholin described in just a few words has
become ten times as detailed, but what he described in great detail
has almost disappeared. In the place of the nomenclature analysis
and teleological observations, constituting almost half bis text,
detailed connections of bodi1y organization are now described.
Personal names as well as any popular aspect of form and purpose
have been relegated to the background, by a detailed description of
connections in terms of a mechanico-technical theory.
The characteristics listed here can be found in aH early anatomi-

cal descriptions, often in a style even more pronounced and
gross. There are nomenclature analyses occupying half a page,
with citations, discussions, deduetions, and opinions. In an epít-
ome of Vesalius' Anatomy, edited by Fontanus,22 the chapter on
the thighbone (femur)' devotes only 31 words to its anatomical
structure, in the modern sense of the term, compared with 135 to a
description of the na me "femur" and its meaning in Pliny,
Plautus, Virgil, Horace, etc. In Bartholin we read, for instance,
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"The belly.as-stomach is ca11ed as it were a little belly-as-abdomen"
(p. 66), or "testes or testicles attest to a man's virility" (p. 208), or
"The ticker-as- heart is so caBed in virtue of its ticking motion" (p.
353). A nanle here has a completely different significance from
\-vhat it has today. It is not an arbitrary, conventional designation or
one that arose by historical accident. The meaning is inherent in
the name, and its investigation constitutes an integral part of .
acquiring knowledge about what it names. The name ranks as a
property of its object of reference. . .

Early anatomical descriptions and illustrations are characterized
by their graphic quality. We noted this in the description of the
collarbone. Bartholin wrote about the kidney as follows: "Its shape
is that of a kidney bean, or of a liverleaf when looked at in profile.
Outside, the shape is gibbous and round in the back as well as
to\vards the abdomen. The inside upper and lower parts are gib-
bous in shape,. but the middle section con cave and snubnosed" (p.
177). Books on anatomy from the seventeenth and eighteenth ,:
centuries contain absolutely superb graphic pictures of nerve metÍ
and vein men which can never be found in modern textbooks. But
this clarity has a distinct coloring. Figures of skeletons, for in;l.
stance, do not just il1ustrate bones, or even a systematic arrange-
ment of the bones, but express an emotive symbolism. They
symbolize Death by carrying spades, scythes, or other insignia
of death.23 Figures of muscular men are represented as ma~s.
Other figures also assume pathetic postures. Faces do not exhibit ':<
the empty expression of corpses or the diagrammatic features
typical of modern anatomical illustrations, but are expressive and.
distinguished. In the representation of an unborn child, both the
proportions of the fetus and the position of the limbs are arranged
in a conventional, amoretto-like way. The head is much too smaU
and the limbs assume a comely position not corresponding to the
compact position of the embryo.24 If we look at the earliest ana-
tonlical illustrations, such as the accompanying illustration from
the twelfth century, the first feature that strikes us is their sche~
matic and primitive symbolic character. We see figures set in cori~
ventional uniform postures, the organs are indicated symbolically,
such as the circular duct in the thorax, meant to represent the
circulation path ofthe pneuma in tbe chest, and below on the righ~

the schenlatic five-Iobed liver. What we have here are ideograms
[Sillnbilder] corresponding to then-current ideas, not the form
which is true to nature as we construe it. Intestinal loops, for
instance, are not portrayed as a certain number of sections posi-
tioned in a certain way but as spirallines symbolizing the loops (see
illustration). Nor do we see definite convolutions of the brain but
the "curliness of the brain surface in general"; not a certain
nu.mber of ribs but the "ribbing of the chest \vall in general." The
cross section of an eye does not reveal a definite number of wall
layers but its multilayered structure schematicalIy represented,
which makes the illustration resemble a cross section through an
onion.
We are thus confronted with ideograms [Ideogramme] , or

graphic representations of certain ideas and certain meanings. It
involves a kind of comprehending where the meaning is repre-
sented as a property of the object ilIustrated ..
The very detailed teleology, endeavoring to find a meaning in

every detail, is perhaps connected with such ideovision [Sin n-
Sehen]. The book of Fontanus (p. 7) contains such a description.
"The lower ribs are shorter, so that the full stomach is not com-
pressed, and they are more pliable for the same reason." The bone
sutures ~f the crown of the skull have the purpose of releasing
"vapors" from the skull (p. 3). That the fingers each have three
phalanges, that the cartilaginous rings of the trachea are not
completely closed, etc. are further details each allotted a simple, as
it were, primitive purpose.
The interpretation of the anatomical illustrations as ideograms*

forces itself aH the more upon us the more alien the author's thought
style and the further removed from us the era concerned. AH we
see in medieval, in Persian, and in Arabic ilIustrations is schematic
sign language but almost no realism.25 The difference between one
ofthese alien thought styles and the modern one does not rest simply
on our greater knowledge. They have actual1y more to say about
that which in their particular reality has a greater value than it does
in ours. Bartholin has also written a chapter on the sesamoid bones

*Here Fletk uses Sinnbilder, followed by 1deogramme in parentheses, thus
identifying in this context the two tenns with one another.-Eds.
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Vesalius' drawings of skeletons. After Roth 1892.

The rib cage. After Heitzmann 1888.

Figure 3

(p. 756). This is even longer thán the chapter on the cervical or collar
muscles and consists of about thirty times as many words as the
few that are included in modern anatomies about these bones [or
superflu'ous cartilaginous nodules].26
These [sesamoid] bones are important in Bartholin's osteology

but without importanee in ours, standing as it were beyond the pale
of tbe osseous' system altogether. Bartholin still subscribed to
aneient, fancifullegend aecording to which these litite bones are
seeds from which bodies wiU one day again grow "Hke a plant from
its seed." He did not believe very firmly in it, but he nevertheless
felt obliged to cite the other authors, discuss tbe purpose of the
bones, deal with their form and position, show surprise at the
variability of their number, etc. Aceordingly he had more to say
about tbem than we do, and even more tban about the cervical
muscles, which today constitute an important part of myology.
He wrote almost five pages about the hymen, which today is

described in one or two sentences. A great deal of space in these old
descriptions is devoted to counting the number of anatomical
parts. Fontanus notes: "There are twenty bones in the skull, of
which eight are in the head and twelve in the upper maxillary" (p.
36). He tells us that there are twenty-eight bones in the toes, and
the total number of human bones is 364; that there are seven pairs
of muscles which move the eye and four pairs the eheeks and lips;

~ that the portal vein forros five branches, etc. Today su~h counting
is impossible, since we ofien regard it as arbitrary whether three
bones or four, for instance, can be separately identified in a given
artieulation. But thought styles exist in which the number, just like
the name of the object described, is important not as a means of
description but in its own right. Only a vestige of such number
mysticisrn remains with Fontanus. But in many'thought styles' such
as the Indian thought style and that of the Chinese, such a system
was elaborated until it formed a rieh number cabala, in which
numbers were accorded special signification and meaningful con-
nections were established among them. If a thought style is so far
removed from ours as this, no cornmon understanding "is any
longer possible. Words cannot then be translated and concepts
have nothing in cornmon \vith ours. Even shared motifs sueh as the
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Triplets. From Bartholin 1673.

'Cross section of the eye, 1539.
After Sudhoff.

Figure 4

Bloodletting figure, fifteenth century,'"
After Sudhoff.

Surface of the brain. From Vesalius .
1543. ,l.::

affinity exhibited between Low's concept of phosphorus and the
modern one are missing.
To the unsophisticated research work~r limited by his own

thought style, any alien thought style appears like a free flight of
fancy, because he can see only that which is active and almost
arbitrary about it, His own thought style, in contrast, appears
imperative to him, * because although he is conscious of his own
passivity, he takes his own activity for granted. It becomes natural
and, like breathing, almost unconscious, as a result of education
and training as well as through his participation in the cornmunica-
tion of thoughts within his collective. Modern anatomists would
regard as a useless emotional frill any representation of the skele-
ton as a symbol of death, such as was typical of Vesalius himself as
well as ofhis predecessors and contemporaries. But we can learn to
see their particular inteI1ectual mood even in our present-day
anatomical illustrations. Consider, for example, figures 120 and
121 of Heitzmann's anatomical atlas, which represent the rib
cage.27 A mechanico-technical cage motif is in keeping with this
representation, just as much as a salient death theme with the
skeleton figures of Vesalius. lt cannot be claimed that the re-
semblance to a cage arises "automatically." It appears only after
(1) a purposeful stripping of the ribs, '(2) a purposeful assembly of
the plexus, as well as (3) a purposeful arrangement of the whole to
bring about this resemblance in perspective, in a manner analo-
gous to the purposeful ideography [Aufstellungen der Sinnbilder)
of early anatomy. Furthermore, (4) the lines added to indicate
muscular insertions underscore the symbolism of a mechanical
apparatus every bit as much as the scythe underscores the symbol-
isro of Death for Ves~lius. These modero figures are ideograms
just like those of Vesalius. There is no visual perception except
by ideovision and there is no other kind of illustration than
ideograms.

A technico-mechanical motif is in keeping v:ith aH osteolog-
.ic'al figures of modern anatomy. Accordingly the,skeletal system is
regarded as a supporting frame. Everyone is so familiar with this
idea both from school and trom our thou.gbt style that we are

*"Der eigene Denkstil erscheint ihm dagegen als das Zwingende," in the original,
implies that the individual can be aware of the coercive function of his own thought
style. Cf. p. 41-Eds.
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foreed to exclaim that of course "it really is the supporting frame."
It certainly is, provided we are thinking aceording to the thought
style of modern scienee. But it is not diffieult to imagine a system of '.~
knowledge in which. the skeleton is not construed as a frame~';-f:
supporting the body. If one adheres to the concept of heaviness
[Sch~'erebegriffe] found in Sehreger and even in Low, for instance,
it is by no means impossible to look to the a~ry and fiery spirits as"' ..
supporting the body, because these keep the body upright by their':.:
urge to rise. Here the bones would really be the opposing element, .'
whieh is lifeless "metallie" and non- "inspirited." "As aH persons, ~
when they die, become heavier or metallic ... " As the non.in:~'.>,,-.
spirited principIe ofthe body, and mere ballast, the skeleton would.
attract much Iess attention and be depicted 'as apile of bones
rather than the frame shown in modern anatomical illustrations. In'.
about the same way, fatty tissue appears in modern anatomical.
illustrations not as a continuous system but as a kind of photo •.....
graphic negative. lt "appears" as that which has been cut away"~~~'"
[mueh like the "lack of coction" which L~w "observed"]. .~¡.~.¿~r>
We have defined thought style as the readiness for directed .....

perception and appropriate assimilation of what has be en per- .
ceived. We have already mentioned the particular mood which' .
produces this readiness for any particular thought style. An ex-;,
haustive investigation of thought styles cannot be assigned to this .
book, for it would take up the working capacity of a lifetime. There :...
is but one element of the thought style of modern science that,:{
ought to be discussed, namely the specific intellectuaI mood ofl./'
modern scientific thinking, especial1y in the natural sciences. This':'~'
mood stands in direct relation to the specific structure of the
thought collective of science as has already been described.
It is expressed as a common reverence for an ideal-the ideal of

objective truth, clarity, and accuracy. It consists in the beliefthat
\\'hat is being revered can be achieved only in the distant, perhaps
infinitely distant future; in the glorification of dedicating oneself to
its service; in a definite hero lvorship and a distinct tradition. This.
\\'ould be the keynote of the common mood in which the tbought. ;,~
collective of natural science lives its life. No one already initiated
\\'ouId clairn that scientific thinking is devoid of feeling. Nor can
there be any doubt, according to our argument, that the particu-

Figure S

Anatomical iIIustrations; 1158.
After Sudhoff.

Skeleton figure, 1323. After
Meyer.Steineg and Sudhoff
1928.

Persian anatomical
illustrations. After Meyer-
Steineg and Sudhoff 1928.

Fetus in utera, about 1460.
After Weindler 1908.
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lar attitude influences not only the work nlethod but a150 the re-
sults. lt manifests itself concretely as a readiness for directed
perception.
But how is this mood put into effect? First, every scientist has the

obligation to remain in the background. This obligation is also ex-
pressed in the democratical1y equal regard for anybody that acquires
kno\\'ledge. AH research workers, as a matter of principIe, are re-, ..
garded as possessing eq ual rights. And a11,in the service of the com- '
mon ideal, must equalIy withdraw their own individuality into the
shadows, as it were. Personal supposition in science is regarded as
provisional; this is a specific structural aspect of the thought collee-
tive of science. We previously discussed in detail the centrifuga1 ten-
dency of the products of scientific thought [der naturwissenschajt-,
lichen Denkgebilde] and the centripeta1 feedback of this tendency.f.~'.
in the form of a migration of ideas throughout the collective
between the esoteric and the exoteric circles. We emphasized the :..,:'"
distinctive "modesty of the plural" as well as a characteristic."~ ..
personal modesty and caution. "'./t',
The mood of the thought collective of natural science is further'.

realized in a particular inclination to objectivize the thought:~
structures [Denkgebilde] that it has created. This is the counte~ •.~~'
part to the obligation of the scientist to withdraw as a person:'~
This tendency to reify and objectivize the conceptual creations of:,,\
scientific thought [Denkgebilde] arises, as has already been de~_~~
scribed, during the migration of ideas throughout the col1ectiv~;
and is inseparably bound up wi~h it. Graduated in several steps, it.
begins with statements by different scientists as well as the histori •...
cal development of a problem, so that it becomes depersonalized •.
Special expressions or "technical terms" are introduced. To these,
are added special symbols and possibly a whole sign language such,.~,
as is used in chemistry, mathematics, or symbolic logic. Such. ~.",
lifeless [lebensfremde] language guarantees fixed meanings for con-
cepts. rendering thero static and absolute. A further factor is the
particular reverence for number and form as well as the striving for
vividness and a closed system. A maximum of information is de-
manded, the greatest possible number of mutual relations betwee.n
individual elements, in the belief that the ideal of objective trutb:_~

aH the more closely approached as more and more relations are
found.28

Thus, a structure [Gebilde] is created step by step. Starting as a
~nique event or discovery, as seen from the history of thought, this
IS developed by the extraordinary force s of the thought collective
into \vhat seems to it to be a necessarily recurrent and thus objec-
tive and real jinding.
The disciplined, shared mood of scientific thought, consisting of

the elements enumerated, connected with the practical means and
effects, yields the specialized thought style of science. Good work
done acco~ding to style, instantly awakens a corresponding mood
of solidarity in the reader. It is this mood which, after a few
sentences, compeIs him to regard the book highly and makes the
book effective. Only later does one examine the details to see
wheth~r they can be incorporated into a system, that is, whether the
realization ofthe thought style has been consistently achieved and in
particular whether procedure has conformed to tradition (= to
preparatory training). These determinations Iegitimize the work so
that it can be added to the stock of scientific knowledge and convert
what has been presented into scientific fact.
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Biographical Sk.etch

Ludwik Fleck was an unusual man, a humanist with an encyclo-
pedic kno'wledge. He had a very keen sense of humor and was
\ erudite in many fields. In his person were united the excellence of a
distinguished microbiologis't and the depth and insight of a great
philosopher.
Fleck was born in Lvov, Poland, 11 July 1896, to Maurycy Fleck

and Sabina (neé Herschd.orfer). He attended grarnmar school and
high school in Lvov, where the Germail language stiU dominated
from the period when Lvov, as Lemberg, had belonged to the
Austrian Emp.ire~ In 1922, at the age of twenty-six, Fleck received
his medical degree from Lvov University~ From 1920 to 1923 he was
assistant to Dr. Rudolf Weigl, well known for bis research on
typhus, both at the Typhus Investigation Laboratory of Lvov Uni-
versityand at the State Hospital for Infectious Diseases. He later
specialized in bacteriology in Vienna. From 1925 to 1927 Fleck was
head of the bacteriological andchemical laboratories of the State
Hospital in Lvov. He spent the year 1927 in Vienna (during the
heyday ofthe Vienna Circle), working in the State Serotherapeutic

This sketch is based on correspondence and documents from the Fleck estate
provided through the kindness of Mrs. Ernestina FJeck and Professor Marcus A.
Klingberg. Israel Instit':lte for Biological Research, Ness-Ziona, Israel.
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Institute under the direction of Dr. Kraus. From 1928 he was head
of the bacteriological laboratory" of the Social Sick Fund in Lvov
until bis dismissal in 1935-an anti-Jewish measure.
By 1935 Fleck had already published extensively on various

aspects of general serology, hematology, experimental medicine,
imnlunology, and bacteriology. Among the specific topics of his
research were the serology oftyphus fever, syphilis, and a variety of

" pathogenic microorganisms. Before W <;>rldWar 11, Fleck carried
out extensive research on epidemic typhus fever. He developed an
original method to obtain a vaccine and a diagnostic skin test,
which he designated the "exanthin reaction." This was inter-
nationally confirmed and is mentioned in textbooks. Besides his
specialized scientific research on cytoserology and infectious dis-
eases (including the concept of infection), Fleck published seven
papers on methodology of science, sorne articles o~ the methodol-
ogy oí scientific observation, on principIes of medical knowledge,
on the history of díscoveries, etc. He also developed an original"
theory about thought style and thought collectives which he formu-"
lated in the monograph translated aboye. Completed in 1934, the
work was published in 1935 in Switzerland (because political con-
ditions in 1935 did not permit a Jew to publish in Germany) and
was widely discussed in Poland, Germany, Franee, Italy, and
Switzerland.
Between.1935 and 1939 Fleck worked in prívate practiee at Lv~v

in his prívate microbiological laboratory, where he could also pur-'"
sue his research. lt was here that he eontinued his investigations
into the variability of streptococei and the etioIogy of pemphigus
vulgaris. He examined the role of normal sera on the course of
serologic reactions, found a new method to strengthen the sensitiv-
ity ofthe Wassermann reaction, and discovered an original method
for distinguishing true serological reactions from pseudoreactions ..
In December 1939, after the Russian takeover of Lvov (it is today
just within the Ukrainian Republie's borders), Fleek was made
director of the City Microbiological Laboratory. At the same time
he was appointed to the teaching staff in the microbiology departe
ment of the State MedicaI School in Lvov. U ntil1941 he also served
as head ofthe microbiology department ofthe State Bacteriological
Institute in Lvov a-s well as consultant in immunology and serology
at the State Institute of Mother and Child Welfare in that city. '",

j
1
1

During the German oecupation of Lvov from 1941, Fleck was
director of the bacteriologieal Iaboratory of the Jewish Hospital
there until the following December. Concerned with the severe
typhus epidemie whieh aros e under the ghetto conditions, he suc-
ceeded with very primitive means to develop a rapid diagnostic test
for typhus, which permitted early detection and isolation. The
excretion of a specifie antigenic substanee from the urine of pa-
tients with typhus fever 'was used for these diagnostic and vac-
cination purposes. Fleek used the urine of typhuspatients as a
source of the rickettsial antigen which proved to be a very effective
vaccine. lt was not until1947, however, that he was able to publish
the results ofthis new method oftyphus immunization. In 1942 tbe
Germans arrested Fleck and bis family, and forced him to produce
his vaccine for the German armed forees (he was asked by the
German commanding officer whether such a vaccine prepared
from urine would be suitable and usefu! also for Aryans. Fleck
answered: "Of course, provided that the vaecine is prepared from
the urine .of Aryans and not of Jews").l

After Fleck was forced to divulge to several German doctors the
procedure for obtaining the new vaccine, he and bis staff were
deported to the Nazi concentration camp in Auschwitz. In 1943,
after recovering from a serious il1ness, Fleck was attached to the
camp's hospital and, under duress, eontinued to produce bis vac-
cine for the German armed forees. His two sisters, ,Dr. Henryka
Fleck-Silber and Antonia FIeck-Kessler,. along with their families,
were killed by the Nazis in Poland. In 1944, Fleck was transferred
to the concentration camp in Buchenwald and again ordered to
prepare typhus vaceine. When tbis camp was liberated by the
United States army on 11 April1945, Fleck returned to his native
Poland, whére, from October of that year, he served as assistant
professor of microbiology and head of the Institute of Microbiology
at the newly founded Marie Curie Sklodowska University of Lub-
lin. He organized a m,icrobiological institute and, in August 1947,
became associate professor of microbiology.
In 1947 Fleck discovered a new phenomenon occurring during

inflarnmation: a clumping of white blood cells, whieh he desig-
nated "leukergy" and to whieh he devoted a great deal of his
research over the subsequent decade. About forty articles were
devoted to this effect by Fleck and bis students. The discovery had
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an immediate impact within the scientifie community. 2 In 1949
Fleck received the scientific prize of the city of Lublin for his
research on leukergy.

During the 1948 Nuremberg triaIs, Fleck was invited to parti-
cipate by the Ameri~an authorities, because of his expert knowl-
edge. He "cooperated and rendered substantial assi~tance to the
prosecution in the case of the United States versus Krauch et al.,"
according to the Office ofthe Chief Couneil for War Crimes. From
June 1950, Fleck was full professor of mierobiology at Lublin until
his appointment in 1952 as director of the Department of Micro-
biology and Immunology at the Mother and Child State Institute in
.W arsaw. In the following year he was awarded the state scientific
prize of Poland for his research on epidemie typhus fever. He was
elected a member of the Polish Academy of Sciences in 1954. In
1955 he received the highest scientific degree in Poland-a doc-

tora te of medical fscience. That sam7 year. hepwa.s invited lb}y prbo-. l,
fessor TrefoneI o the Pasteur Instltute In arlS, as we as y -
Professor Fontaine of the medical facuIty in Strassburg, to lecture .:¿
on leukergy. In 1956 he was invited to a conference on auto- 1

antibodies at the University of Texas. j
In 1957 FIeck finally succeeded in realizing his wish to emigrate ,

to Israel. His only son Ryszard (Arieh, in Hebrew) FIeck had lived 1.'

there since 1947, working in the laboratory of the Labor Siek Fund 1
in Petaeh Tikwa. Ever since the end of the war, Fleck had been
trying to go to Israel, but it was 1957 before he was allowed to leave .
Poland in such a way that he could take his wife, Ernestina, with
him. He joined the Israel Institute for Biological Research at
Ness-Ziona as head of the Section of Experimental Pathology.

Fleck continued his research on diphtheria during the 19505,
developing a vaccine, "Anabac," whieh he presented to the public
in 1957. After 1957 he developed sorne new serologieal tests for
brucellosis and measles. .

In addition to the rnonograph translated aboye and textbooks on
hernatology, serology, and bacteriology, Fleck published. over 130
scientifie artieles, in Polish and Gerrnan as well as in Hebrew,
English, French, and Russian. He was a member of rnany inter-
natio.nal seientific soeieties, including the New York Acaderny of
Sciences, the International Haematological Society, and the lnter-
national Society of Mierobiologists.

Fleck suffered from Hodgkin's disease and was seriously ill by
the beginning of 1961. Nevertheless he was invited by Professor
Nathan Rotenstreieh of the Department of Philosophy, Hebrew
University of Jerusalero, to present a course of lectures there. The
offer pleased him, and he started to prepare the lectures, hut
failing health prevented him froro delivering thero. He died on S
lune 1961 and was huried in Ness-Ziona.
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Fleck turns to the history ofmediéine-taking as bis case study the
concept of syphilis and the discovery of the Wassermann reaction- .'
to document his general theory of the sociology of knowledge. 1
While the notion of collective knowledge is not unique with Fleck, •
he seems to have been the first systematical1y to apply sociological'
principIes to the origin of scientific knowledge. Fleck explicitly : i
opposes those sociologists who consider science an inappropriate t
subject for their investigations. Taking the complex of history, .)
philosophy, and sociology of science, he discusses such currently I
importa~t issues as theory ~nflict and chang~ and the role of ' ..•.
anomaly and error in scienti~~~9J~'. Fleck considers eve~
S,2,ncept and theo~ ~ether scientific or ~otJ to be cul~ur~~ j

conditi()ned, including his own theory of th9ught style and thougbt
~~~tf~~s.
When syphilis first appeared in Europe in the fifteenth century, it.1

\vas construed as a scourge brought about by sin. As methods of
treatment emerged, the concept became associated with tbe
method of cure. GradualIy a more scientific concept emerged in
conjunction with the causative agent of disease.
Syphilis ",'as early associated with the bIood. The idea of "bad ~:

blood'" took on rnystical-ethical overtones. Only with the discovery
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of the agent of the disease in the bIood did the association become
scientifical1y sound.
The associatio~ of syphilis with the bIood emerged only grad-I

ualIy from a rnatrlx of vague generalities and taboos. The develop- :
ment of a concept such as this is conditioned by cultural-historical
factors \\'hich represent to sorne extent a thought style (Denkstil) ~
char~cteristic of the given era. The discovery of tbe Wassermann ;1

reac~I0.n further de?ned and specified tbis concepto Although the l.

prehmtnary exper~mentaI resuIts were not reproducible, the
Wassermann reactl0n becan:e accepted because it soon proved to 1:

be .extremely useful. The very difficulty of reproducibility, as Fleck \\
potnts out, dem.onstrates the social dependence of aH knowledge. ~
Fleck sh:ds .h?ht on the way ideas, concepts, and theories are

shared by IndIvIdual members of the scientific community. Hel
regards the role of the individual in scientific discovery as sub-
ordinate, sin~e ~ach individual shares in, contributes to, and draws •
upon the collectlve for his experience and ideas. Comte, Durkheim,
Lévy-BruhI,. and other sociologists' were wrong, Fleck believes
to exempt scientific knowledge from sociology and uncriticalI;
accept accurnuIated progress in scientific knowledge, as if our way
of tho~ght represe~ted an improvernent upon the thought sÍyle
of prevlous generatlons. He em.phaticalIy rejects the notion thatl'
c~rrently re~og~ized "facts" are' more true, 9pposes the Vienna'
Clrcle by reJectlng any absolute and objective criteria of knowI-
edge, and chalIenges Cárnap to discover for himself the social
conditioning essential for scientific knowledge (see chapo 4, note 3,
aboye). Carnap, S.chlick, and other members of the Vienna Circle
sought to free science froro cultural and other influences so as to
establish it on an absolute and ~bjective foundation. Sociologists
such as Jerusalem at Vienna explored as an alternative the culture
.condi~ioning and social dependence of scientific knowledge. In
Ge~man! t?is relativ!stic approach unfortunately developed into a
natl0nahstlc and raclst movement, yielding the dual perversions of
G.e.rman p~ysics and Jewish physics. Fleck clearly sympathized
wlth the Vlenna sociologists in opposition to the dogmatists, but
was equal!y wa~ .ofunderstanding such cultural factors principalIy
along natlonaltstlc or racist lines.
The social and cultural conditioning of scientific knowledge for
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Fleck seems to have been based on a quite different ideology; if

l.

sOCiali...s.tiC.,cert.ain,IYnot ofth,e ..to...t.al.i.t.....ar.ia...n. va.r.ie~y.For Fleek, á~~~::~e a f~~c~io~ ~f tJ1t?y~ht ~~yles" and these vary in a nonprogresslve
way wiih time and culture. ~!~_ i~_,,!-~~it~~rrelative and subjective4

nor absolute and objeetive but essentially determined and meas-
; ured by a given thought style. If the stated aim of the Vienna Cirele
was to attain a general structure of unified science by applying tbe
particular method of logical analysis combined witb symbolic logic
to the empirical material, reduced to what is immediately given in
experience, Fleck cou'nters tbat there is no unconditioned experi-
ence, and that such a rigorous method is inappropriate, there
being neither a fixed cognitive substratum nor a closed and final
constitutive system of scientific knowledge.

Science for Fleck is not the exact theoretical structure it is ofien
taken to be but must be approached relativistically with due con-
sideration for sociological and axiological factors. There is no such
thing as complete truth or error for Fleck. Indeed, there are many
"correct', theories for the same problem. Truth in science is a
function of the particular style of thinking that has been accepted
by the thought collective. To be correct is rather to be accepted
collectively. Thus tru th can vary with time and culture, for it is
determined by a given thought style. Fleck rejeets as irrelevant any
simple correspondence theory of truth relating words to objects or
cognition to facts. There is no objective and absolute truth. Truth
is rather a stylized solution which is unique and singular only with
respect to a particular thought style. It is not so much subjective as
intersubjective or eollective. And although relative it is not arbi-

~l irary, since it is a function of thought style (see chap. 4, sec. 3).
Existence and reality are also relativisticalIy construed as con-

stantly in flux (see chap. 2, end). Reality for Fleck is simply a
systematic harmony of illusion which is acceptable because co-
herent. Existence or reality is the passive aspect of knowledge. lt is
that \vhich manifests itself in particular consequential results from
specific assumptions and preconditions actively assumed by the
collective. The active aspect involving the choice of a particular set
of precond itions can be explained in terrns of historical, socio-

\' logical, and psychological factors. But the passive fixed reality,
involving the notion that any attempt will meet either success or

¡

1
:

failure, cannot be accounted for in these terms alone. We maYI
actively seIect 16 as the vaIue for the atomic weight of oxygen, fOt,' IG:. ca
example, but if so then the atomic weight of hydrogen "will in-.. ;'
evitably be 1.008. This means that the ratio of the two weights is a "'t I)tilOh-;.CA
passive element ofknowIedge" (chap. 4). But this passive aspect ofl
knowIedge de.pends partIy ~pon the given set of assumptions ac~ive~y ]
made accordlng to a. particular thought style and hence reahty IS i
also a function of time and culture.

Fleck also ~tresses the sociological factor as being essentiaI to
knowledge in general and to scientific kno\\'ledge in particular.
Science is conditioned by such factors and hence can be explained
more adequately in terms of the sociology, history, and psychology
ofideas. Every era has its own dominant opinions and every age its
own thought style. Any kind of cognition is for Fleck a social
process. What is unique and remarkable about Fleck's theory is
the emphasis he places upon the relevance of this sociological
dimension to scientific knowledge.

How Facts Arise and Develop

As it stands here, the title of Fleck's monograph presents a direct
challenge to the alleged primacy of facts. F acts are not objectively I
given but colIectively created. For Fleck there is no such tbing as a ~
fact which is impossible in principIe. Any fact is possible as long 1 '

as-indeed only if-it fits the accepted thought style. Faets, like ~
ideas, arise collectively, spontaneously, and impersonal1y. Although
Fleck does allow for individual exploits without overt dependence
upon a collective, he stress that these can be successful only
if the time is ripe for acceptance. There are no bare facts. Facts'
arise and are known only by virtue of the given thought stylet
characteristic of a given thought collective. A fact begins with a J
tentative signaI of resistance by the collective. This preliminary i
signal of resistance is but the predisposition for an emergent fact. Ii

Through collective interaction this tenuous indication grad ual1y
becomes stylized, undergoes consolidation, and emerges as 'an
accepted faet. Such a fact does not stand alone but becomes a newf
feature of an interlocked system of ideas aH of \\'hich are congruent ~
one with another on the basis of a giyen thought style. I
The development ofknowledge consists not in a mere aecumula- ~
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~tion or increase of passive connections. Assumptions can also

1
,change, and thus there can be an increase in the active aspect of

t knowledge as well. Kno\vledge not only increases but, perhaps
more important, undergoes change. according to thought styles. In
Fleck's view, there is no end to possible systems of opinion, just as
there is "no limit to the development of biological forms" (chap.
3). Thus our current opinions are also subject to revision. Fleck
~construes knowledge as involving not only a dialogue between the
I1 knowing subject and the known object bufa threefold relationship,
~which ineludes the collective. Cognition, as a function of three
components, is a relation embracing the individual subject, the
particular object, and the thought collective within which the sub-
ject acts; and holding only under the conditioning influence of the
particular thought style originating within the given cognitive

1
conlmunity. "Between the subject and the object there exists a
third thing, the community. It is creative like the subject, re-
fractory like the object, and dangerous like an elemental power." 1

Thought Styles and Tbougbt Collectives

A thought collective is the cornmunal carrier of a given thought
style and of the stylized works of the mind produced thereby.
Although such a collective consists of individual persons (chap. 2,
seco 4), it is not this substantive aspect that is crucial. For Fleck, a
thought collective is to be construed principally in functional terms
(chap. 4, seco 3). To the extent that Fleck tends to personify the
thought collective, he justifies this quasi existential status or hyposta-
tizcd fietion as being pragmatically useful (sec. 4, n. 7). Sinee a
thought collective serves mainly a functional role for Fleck, he COD-

strues individual s as' constituting such a thought collective only by vir-
I tue of their aciive and actual exchanging of thoughts.

1
Fleck defines the thought collective as "a community of persons

mutual1y exchanging ideas or maintaining intellectual interaction"
(chap. 2, sec. 4). The meeting of minds of two persons is sufficient
to constitute a thought collective if it satisfies the functionaI cri-
terion (chap. 2. seco 4; ch-ap. 4, seco 3). Besides such transient
albeit repetitive thought collectives there are more stable thought
collectives such as a nation, a race, a political party, or a social
class. Thought coIlectives can be found in cornmerce, fashion, art,
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science, politics, the mifitary, and religion. Fleck designates the
thought colIectives that are more permanent and stable as "thought
cornmunities" (chap. 4, seco 3; chap. 2, sec. 4). He uses the term
"thought collective" in a v~riety of ways to refer to a politicalparty,
~o ~ s.rnall group of members discussing an issue, to a pair of such
lndlvlduals, as well as to the concept itself.
What links the individuals of a thought coIlective together is the,

thought style they share. Considered in its collective function, tbe
thought style is "the special carrier for tbe hist~rical development
of any field of thought, as weIl as for the given stock of knowledge
and le.ve! of cult~r~" (chap. 2, sec. 4). But Fleck defines thought
st~le, lnsofar as lt tnfluences the individual, as the readiness for
~~~~t~d .EeJ:c~E.tjon, with co.rresponding mental and. o1:>~ti~;
asslmI1atlon of what has been so perceived (chap. 4, secs. 3, S).
A ~hought style fu nctions by con~t~~~ni!18!"inhibitiIlg, .....and .de-I

~rm~ning the way.of ~hinking. üiíaer-thé-influenceora lhougbt
style one can~ot t~lnk In any other way. It also excludes alternative
m?des of perCe?tlon. Accordingly, no proper £o~tn-unication -.call..
arIse betwee ...n~lffe~r_~~_~~~~~~E.!-_s~~l_es.A thought style functionsat
sllch a fu.ndamental leve! that the individual seems generally un-
aware of lt. It exerts a compulsive force upon his thinking, so that
he normalIy rernains unconscious both of the thought style as such •
~nd of i~s constrainin~ ch~racter. Ye~ s~ch a style can be revealed I.i

tn practlce by an exammatlon ofhow lt IS applied. The existence of ~
stable thought collectives suggests the presence of a rather perma- 1:

nent thought style. . ¡
SeveraI difficulties surround the notion of thought collective,

thoug~t st.yle, and the relation between these concepts. A thought
collectlve I~ construed functionally and as ~nvolving an actual ex-
change of Ideas. Yet he describes as thought coIlectives both a
p.oliticaI party, which hardly engages actively in the exchange of
VIews, and a srnall group ofparty members, \\1hich does. Fleck does
n~t se~~ clearly to distinguish between the thought style as a latent
dlS~osltlonaI state giving an enduring character to thought col-
lectlve~, and thought ~tyle as an active expression of a thought
coIlectlve. He does pOlnt out that long-lived thought collectives
tend to have permanent thought styles, but this is somewhat of a
trui.sm. And presun:ably such 'a th?ught coIlective persists during
perlods when there 15 no opportunlty for active conversation and
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exchange of ideas. Related to this is the..pr''. blel .,1' 'o, hic'; is :;ri'''4
the thought collective or the thought styi;. -.. eL -~t -J,l1: th ,
see1mto persist throughout periods of t:l0~}~\'~t '71t. Cy~ or ~rL

point becomes acute in the case of the Dold inc' 'id, il : .t.h r:,-
but alien thought style. Fleck observes that Sil, h , ih "gJ ~t: - .
,,'i1I req ti ire a long time to be collectivized, bu t i:: is r; J". Ü :1) :h.. .
w hether this means that the new thought ~tyle '.-~1US: :nl~,t;;: 1. -~ t -,"
oId thought collective or that a new collective fO~~l-lS arDUt.~ t~' " J - .

thought style.
r Fleck lays such stress upon the. collective that even ,~he indi;ld~al
l' ~an be underst~od ?~ly in ~?llecttve terms, altho. gh .th: C0

1
1
nct::?

¡ IS composed of lndlvlduals (chap. 2, sec. 4). So~new.hat parado/ ."
\ cally he finds that the collective is more stable and cons"s~ent in ~'(.;

Ipersonality and existence than the individ ual. Yet the thought
_collective is more than merely the sum of the individuals (chapa 2,
\ sec. 4; chap. 4, sec. 4). The individual seems to be necessary only to
t the extent that he provides sensory physiology and psychology.
CreativJ:tx~~~.f~~~t~~~_of the. c~ll~~t_i~e,.n~t really ?f the indiv~~ual.
If individual contributions are recorded In the hIstory of SClence,
these .are eonsidered exceptions which somehow laeked the relevant

r contributions from a collective. An individual must conform to the
( collective and to the extent that he may not, he is considered
'r deviant. Yet it is remarkable that Fleck feels the need to include in
r an essential manner such individuals who possess a strong "pei."-
; sonal thought style" (chap. 4, seco 4). Such an individu~l forms a
" unique mono-colIective as he conducts a dialogue wit~1 hims~lf. He
~participates in more than one collective at the same time. As a
{,"marginal man" he is crucial for the exchange of thoughts between
,;different thought cornmunities (chap. 2, sec. 4; chapo 4, secs. 3., 4).

Th~ 1rhOlUlgllRt CoIilleclcñ'W~ ~Iri1ml Thotlliglln~Slcyll~ oír
Sci~nncce

~Fleck divides the thought collective of science into two concentric
\~circles: an esoteric cirele of experts, surrounded by the large e~o-
F teric eircle of laymen. The esoteric eircle has a hard core of speclai
\l experts within the circ1e of general experts. There is also a st.ratifi-
~¡cation of the exoteric circle including a more practically orlent~ .

circh. lyhIg closer to the esoteric. An individual can pass fromo
t he exotedc circle to the esoteric by undergoing a process of ini .. ,',
~íati( ] in the form of scientific education. There are accordinglyl{
fOUl(ype-S of science each with its own characteristic Iiterature: :]
m j .\urr:al s.cience for the special experts, (2) vademecum or \\
handooOK SClence for the general experts, (3) popular science;1
for the exoteric circle, and (4) textbook science for initiation 1:

¡nto the esoteric circle. The most characteristic operational fea- 1

ture is a democratic exchange of ideas and experience, going 1:

out\vard from the esoteric circle, permeating the exoteric circle, r
and then feeding back upon the esoteric circle. The work of the 1:

mind thus conveyed undergoes a process of social consolidation;
and becomes thereby a scientific fact. .
The thought style origina tes within the esoteric circle and is ~

co;;]mtinicated outward throughout the entire exoteric 1 circle.
Understanding the work of the mind produced according to the'"
thought style is greatest within the esoteric circle, because of ¡ni-
tiation, and this decreases centrifugally. At the same time the
degree to which the thought style exerts a coercive influence upon I

thinking increases centrifugally, becoming so dominant at the,
periphery of the exoteric circle that it is taken for granted. The {
esoteric circle is influenced by its o\vn thought style once this takes /
on a coIlective character. The thought style and the ideas it pro-!
duces become generalized as they are communicated throughout¡\
the exoteri~ circle. In this gen~ra~ize? ccllective ~orm, these. feed
back cent~lpetally up?n t~e esmerlC clrcle, producmg a tenaclous, I
self-contalned, certaln, Impersonal, anq collective system ofl
thought. In an advanced state of scientific development there is} .
accordingly less room for differences of opinion within a given t
thought style.

The thought style and thought collective of modern science can be ,\
construed in at least two ways. More restrictively, they can refer to \~
scientists and related individuals sharing the thought style of '
modern science. But Fleck sets no clear boundaries to the exoteric
circle, and on occasion seems to include the general publica Less
restrictively, then, thought style can be takert as a cultural view ..
point. In this sense, the thought style of modern science becomes a
cultural trait-the scientific thought style of Western thoughi.
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~ 1n addition to the intracollective communication of ideas from
the esoteric cirele throughout the exoteric circle and the feedback
of the ideas, reinforced and collectivized, Fleck notes an inter-
collective exchange. This complex process between collectives hav-
, ing different thought styles leads to the deterioration of fixed
systems of opinion. The change of thought style opens up "new
possibilities for discovery and creates new facts. This is the most

, irtl portant epistemological significance of the intercollective com-
:;munication of thoughts" (chap. 4, seco 3).

\Vhere there is no feedback from the exoteric circle, as ~n the
thought collective of religion, the esoteric elite exerts a dominant
and dictatorial influence upon the masses. In contrast, the esoteric
circle of the thought collective of science, with its symmetrical
exchange, is democratical1y dependent upon public opinion from
the exoteric circle. The leaders within the esoteric circle may pro-
vide the directions for scientific progress, but it is the cóllective that
decides which innovative path is to be followed. "The thought style
of natural science . . . denies previous knowledge any preferential or '.,
privileged status aboye that of new knowledge" (chap. 4, seco 5, note
28).

n For Fleck, aH empirical discovery can be understood as either a ,
1\' supplement, a development, or a transformation of thought style.
J, Once a thought style takes hold, any exception to its system ini-

1

1\ tially appears unthinkable. However, if exceptions quantitatively
\\increase to a certain level, they can lead to an adjustment of the
~\theory system (ehap. 2, seco 3). "When two ideas conflict with each
1: other, aH the forees of demagogy are activated. And it is almost

ll.al\\'ays a third idea that emerges triumphant: one woven from
j exoteric, alien-collective, and controversial strands" (chap. 4, seco
4).

Differences of opinion and conflict between thought stytes can
lead to a more fundamental transformation. Great transformations
in thought style, Fleck suggests, "often occur during periods of
general social confusion. Such periods of unrest reveal the rivalry
bet\\'een opinions ... [and] a new thought style arises from such a

II situation" (chap. 4, seco 4).
~ Discovery in science, whether modification or transformation,
\ and \\lhether of a theory or its thought style, is a complex, socially
Jconditioned product of collective effort. An indi~idual belonging to

t

1

!
t
Ji
1¡
~
1

i
,1~
:1
{

more than one col1ective at the same time may be Ied to create '''a j'

special style on the borderline of the field" of research (chap. 4, ;
seco 3). By standing at the i~tersection of several thought col- ,
lectives, the creative scientist can form the nucleus of a newJ
thought style.

Fleck claims that it is the democratic duty of every individual
scientist to recede into 'the background. "AH research workers are, ~
as a matter of principIe, regarded as possessing equal rights. Each '1
must equally withdraw his own individuality into the shadow, as it ,1

were, in the service of the common ideal" (chap. 4, seco S). Yet L
scientists typicalIy engage in competition, and priority disputes are
not infrequent, which would suggest that Fleck's democracy of
science remains incomplete.

ellifica! JRecepttiOJIIl

Reviews of Fleck's monograph appeared shortly after its publica-
tion and mainly in medical journals (see list at end of Bibliography
below). Those that we have in hand take a positive stance on the
book and generally rate it very high. Fleck is praised for his
breadth and depth of evidence and his understanding of the' prob-
Iems involved. AH the reviewers recornmend the mOllograph, with
varying enthusiasm, and sorne consider it a valuable rnodel for
further research.
A few of the reviews provide .a critica! and comparative analysis.

Fischer agrees with Fleck on the cultural conditioning of thought
style but suggests that he offers nothing beyond that already in-
dicated by Max Weber, Max Scheler, and Karl Mannheim on the
sociology of concept formation. What is new is the manner in
which Fleck applies these principIes to scientifie cognition. Par-
ticularly important is the way in which scientific findings arise from
nonobjective factors. Fischer doubts that cognition should be
designated the acti\'ity of man that is most strongly conditioned
socialIy. He concedes that Fleck is justified in rejecting the indi.
vidualistic tendency in psychology (chap. 4, seco 4) but feels he has
gone to the o1her extreme by reducing the individual to the collee-
tive. Petersen is pieasantly surprised that Fleck fo11o\\rsthe "new
German thought style," which denies tbe absolute and uncon-
ditioned character of science and always considers it an integral
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part of the total culture. In applying the principIes of sociology and
culture to science, Fleck is building upon a foundation already laid
by Viktor von Weizsacker and others. Petersen feels that Fleck
overstressed the constraining role of the thought style and under-
rates individual creativity. He criticiz~s FIeck's preference for the
Russian "collective" to the German "community," for in a collec-
tive aH the individuals are exchangeable, but the personalities of a
cornmunity are nota Fleck has correctly obse1!ed that the contribu-
tion of Schaudinn was not his alone but that of a group (chap. 2,
seco4). But whereas this group would be lost in anonyrnity if treated
as a collective, the specific personalities of members of any group
\\'ouId be preserved if analyzed on the basis of cornmunity. It is not
true, Petersen contends, that just any group would do. Even now,
there is perhaps no aspect of Fleck's theory more potentially con-
troversial than the perennial issue of "collective" versus "com-
munity," fraught as it is with implicatio~s concerning the status of
individual personalities. Petersen does not concur with Fleck's
characterization of vademecum science as impersonal, though he
agrees with Sigerisfs suggestion that a handbook can be con-
sidered the burial ground of science. By tending to identify a faet
\vith knowledge about a fact or with an interpretation oí a fact,
according to Petersen, Fleck is adopting a position of extreme
idealismo He may have been led to this position, Petersen suggests,
by the complex and nebulous character of the particular fields of
medicine with which he is concerned. His analysis may therefore be
more appropriate to the history of medicine than to other areas of
science. This latter point is reinforced by Lauriers, who feels too
that Fleck has not properly taken individual differences into con-
sideration. Kroh notes that it would be of interest to investigate the
function of racial factors in the origin of thought styles. Bing urges
every physician and scientific researcher carefully to examine
Fleck's work. although another reviewer (anonyrnous, in Natur
und Kultur) sadly acknowledges that this rich treasure of the first
rank concerning medical philosophy may not yet be ful1y
appreciated.

Conclusion

Fleck has provided a theory óf knowledge whereby tentative pre~.

ideas can develop into scientific facts by means of a process of
collectivization. Specifically, he has drawn attention to the dis-
covery of the Wasserrnann reaction as the fulfillment of the aneient
belief that a connection exists between syphilis and the °blood. 2 The
pre-idea of impure blood in syphilitics was present in several
thought collectives. One considered syphilis to be an ethicaI issue
and eaBed it. "carnal scourge" (Lustseuche); certain physicians
linked syphilis with other skin afflictions; while another collective
linked the symptoms to mercury poisoning. Each in its own way Ied
to the insistent call for blood tests. The etiological or causative
approaeh to syphilis led to bacterial findings which allowed the
aneient pre-idea to become established as a scientifie faet.
Fleek was convinced of his fundamental position: that scientifie

knowledge is cultural1y conditioned and that to understand its
nature requires an epistemology sociological and comparative in
character. He expected that a bond of solidarity would be estab-
lished between his presentation and the intel1ectual mood of the
reader (chap. 4, seco S). Except for a fe~ rather favorable reviews,
ho\\'ever, no such solidarity obtained for severaI decades. Thomas S.
Kuhn discovered in Fleck points of cornmon interest and during
the 1960s rode the crest of a great wave of interest. In the late
1970s, over forty years after its initial publication, Fleck's mono-
graph has finally come of age. To use his own term, there has been
a shift in thought style in favor of Fleck. If this does not justify his
thesis,3 it certainly adds to its timely interest.4


